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Eco-Cubs Overview

Welcome to Eco-Cubs!
MMSB is thrilled to offer this exciting resource to Cub leaders across Newfoundland and Labrador. The Eco-Cubs program
provides leaders and Cubs with fun and creative ways to learn about the importance of waste reduction. Eco-Cubs is innovative,
interactive and grounded in experiential education theory. Cub leaders can bring the environment to life at each Cub meeting and
empower young minds to take action on waste reduction and initiate positive environmental behaviours. The program focuses on
the importance of reducing, reusing and recycling for a greener future in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Working together
The Eco-Cub program was developed in partnership with the Newfoundland and Labrador Council of Scouts Canada. The program
was developed in line with Scouting principles and program standards and incorporates many elements, practices and goals of
the Cub program. The program links to a number of Cub activity areas, helping Cubs to achieve various badges, stars and awards.

Resources
The Eco-Cubs program is a digital, online resource that provides Cub leaders with a complete, short-term plan centered around
the theme – The 3Rs. The resource includes many of the print items needed to deliver the activities.

The 4-Week Program
Eco-Cubs is designed to engage Cubs in environmental learning in a fun and interactive way. The Eco-Cubs program incorporates
four weekly themes with corresponding activities:
✱✱ Reduce & Reuse to the Rescue!
✱✱ The Amazing Recycle Race!
✱✱ Organic Magic
✱✱ Earth’s Resources
Through these themes, Cubs learn what the Earth gives us and how we can give back to the Earth by practicing the 3Rs and
composting. The program can be delivered according to the schedule provided, or individual program elements can be integrated
into your own meeting plans.
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Eco-Cubs Overview

The Half-Day Camp Program
The Eco-Cubs program also includes a half day program, The Natural World, which can be integrated into your camp activities.
Through nature walks, games, crafts and activities, Cubs gain an appreciation for the natural environment while learning how to
play a role in protecting the earth. The program can be delivered using the schedule provided, or individual program elements
can be implemented into your own camp schedule.

What will you need?
A list of materials is provided for each activity and is based on a pack size of 24 Cubs. In keeping with the Eco-Cubs message,
most of the required materials are items that can be found in your home or recycling bin. There can be many substitutions to the
suggested materials based on what is available to you. Many of the printed materials and images you will require are provided in
the digital resource.

Thank you for downloading the Eco-Cubs program. We hope you enjoy sharing your passion about the environment
with your pack. For more information about the Eco-Cubs program, contact MMSB by email at inquiries@mmsb.nl.ca or by
phone 709-753-0948.
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Eco-Cubs Meeting Schedule

Date: _______________

Date: _______________

Date: _______________

Date: _______________

Week 1
Reduce and Reuse
to the Rescue!

Week 2
The Amazing
Recycle Race!

Week 3
Organic Magic

Week 4
Earth’s Resources

Opening Ceremony
10 mins

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

Game
10 mins

Steam off
Reuse Clues

Steam off
Garbage Bag Tag

Game
Supernatural Sorting

Steam off
Where on Earth?

Theme Activity
15 mins

Storytelling/Play-acting
Eco-Mercials

Storytelling/Play-acting
Be the Recycle Cycle

Steam off
Earth Machine

Activity
Dirt for Supper

Theme Activity
15 mins

Game
Waste-Free
Shopping Challenge

Craft
Garbage Art

Craft
Organic Magic Bags

Spiritual Fellowship
Swap Meet

Spiritual Fellowship
Community Sharing

Song
We’re All Going to the
Recycling Depot

Storytelling/
Spiritual Fellowship
Growing Up Green

Game/Play-acting
Evolution

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

Cub Rituals

• Make a
Waste-Free Lunch

• Make Your Own Paper
• Plan a Recycling Blitz

• Potting Mix Experiment
• Build Your Own Wood
and Wire Compost Bin

• Waste Audit

Cub Challenges

Suggested Field
Activities

•Eco-Artist
•Thrift Store

•Recycling Centre
•Landfill

•Community Compost
•Local Garden

•Local Farm
•Manufacturing Facility

Theme Activity
5 mins
Closing Ceremony
5 mins
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Eco-Cubs Weekend Camp Day
Theme: The Natural World

Date: __________________________________

Theme Activity
10 mins

Storytelling
A Walk in the Woods

Theme Activity
15 mins

Spiritual Fellowship
Meet a Tree

Theme Activity
20 mins

Outdoor Hike
Super UN-Natural Hike

Theme Activity
20 mins

Outdoor Activity
Follow the Rainbow

Theme Activity
20 mins

Game
Moose on the Loose

Theme Activity
20 mins

Game
Web of Life

Theme Activity
20 mins

Spiritual Fellowship/Craft
My Earth Promise
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Meetin

g

No.1
Eco-Cubs

Reduce and Reuse
to the Rescue!

Date:

Objective
To learn that Reduce and Reuse are the most important of the 3Rs. Reducing and reusing both help to send less waste to the
landfill since less waste is created.

Overview
Cubs take part in exciting activities that teach the importance of reducing and reusing as a way to keep garbage out of our
landfills and make the Earth a cleaner place. Through sharing, games and storytelling, Cubs will discover that reducing and
reusing are the most important of the 3Rs and how they can reduce waste at home, in their community and at Cub gatherings.

Linked Activity Areas
Theme Activity

Activity Area

Requirement

Reuse Clues

Recycling Badge

B2, B3

Eco-Mercials

Recycling Badge
Tawny Star

B1
A8

Waste-Free Shopping Challenge

Recycling Badge

A1, A3, B2, B3, B5, B6

Community Sharing

Recycling Badge
Purple Star

B6, B7
A5, B2

Cub-Challenge: Make a Waste-Free Lunch

Recycling Badge
Family Helper Badge

A3
9

Field Activity: Visit an Eco-Artist

Recycling Badge
Canadian Arts Award

C5
3

Field Activity: Visit a Local Thrift Store

Black Star

B3

Cub Challenge
Eco-Cubs can take the waste-free lunch challenge using the leave-behind guide. Cubs will take a closer look at what they put in
their lunch and what they put in the trash can.

Suggested Field Activities
✱✱ Visit a local thrift store or eco-artist.
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No.1
Eco-Cubs Meeting Schedule

Reduce and Reuse
to the Rescue!
Time
10 mins

Opening Ceremony
Grand Howl
O Canada
Inspection

10 mins

Reuse Clues
Cubs become detectives and try
to reduce waste by solving the
Reuse Clues.

15 mins

Eco-Mercials
Cubs put their advertising skills
to the test to create new uses for
old items.

15 mins

Waste-Free Shopping Challenge
Cubs learn to make eco-friendly
choices while shopping at their
favourite stores.

5 mins

Community Sharing
Cubs gather items that can be
donated to a charity so others
can reuse the items.

5 mins

Closing Ceremony

Meeting Notes:
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Activity

Date:

Program Details

At the end of the previous meeting,
remind Cubs to bring an item that
they no longer use. A notice can be
sent home to parents or guardians.

Leader Responsible

Re d u c e a n d Re u s e

Game

Reuse Clues

Time

10 minutes

Description
In this running game, Cubs must solve the Reuse Clues to stop household items from being sent to the garbage dump.

Materials
✱✱ Two sets of Reuse Clues (provided, print two sets)
✱✱ Box or bin (x 2)
✱✱ Drawing on paper (x 2)
✱✱ School bag (x 2)
✱✱ Hoodie (x 2)
✱✱ Library book (x 2)
✱✱ Newspaper (x 2)
✱✱ Odd Sock (x 2)
✱✱ Reusable shopping bag (x 2)
✱✱ Jam jar (x 2)
✱✱ Pair of jeans (x 2)
✱✱ Teddy bear (x 2)
✱✱ Reusable water bottle (x 2)
✱✱ Reusable lunch bag (x 2)
✱✱ Pylons or reused pop bottles (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ This activity requires two leaders to read the clues at the starting lines.
✱✱ This running game can be played indoors or outdoors.
✱✱ As a competitive option, make it a race between both teams to see who can rescue the items the fastest.

C ontinued on bac k
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Game

Reuse Clues

C ontinued

Framing

Steps

Have you ever purchased something from a garage sale?
Well, this is an example of reusing. Reusing is when we use
something again instead of throwing it in the garbage.
We can reuse by finding a new use for something or by
giving it to another person who can make use of it.
Reusing things helps us to reduce or make less garbage
since we are not buying new items.

Step 1
Place two pylons at one end of the playing area to mark
the start line. Place the box or bin of reusable items at the
opposite end.

Let’s imagine that a family has done their spring cleaning,
and they’ve collected all of the things they no longer want
or need. Unless someone can help them find ways to reuse
those items, it’s all going to the garbage dump. The garbage
dump is no place for these things; they don’t break down
and will not become part of the soil in a garbage dump.
Nothing in a garbage dump gets recycled or reused, it just
goes to waste!
It is your mission to solve the Reuse Clues and rescue the
items from going to the garbage dump. You must work fast
because the garbage truck is on the way! The answers to the
clues are things that can be reused. Some can be fixed, and
some can be shared with or borrowed from others instead of
going in the garbage. Are you ready to play Reuse Clues?

Step 2
Divide the pack into two teams of no more than twelve Cubs.
Have each team line up behind one of the pylons.
Step 3
Each leader will read a clue to the first Cub in each line
(at the same time). Try to mix up the clues so you aren’t
reading the same clue at the same time.
Step 4
Once the clues have been read, each Cub must run to the
other end of the playing area to find the item that is the
correct answer to their clue. The Cub will then run back to
the starting line.
✱✱ If the answer is incorrect, have the Cub run back to find
the correct answer. Re-read the clue if necessary.
✱✱ If the correct item is returned to the starting line,
the next Cub can take a turn.
Step 5
Continue this way until all the clues have been solved.

Debriefing
Great job Cubs, you are all wonderful detectives. By solving
the reuse clues you kept a lot of stuff from going to the
dump! We know that when we fix something, borrow or
share with friends we are doing something wonderful for
the Earth, reducing waste!
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Game

Reuse Clues

Reuse Clues
Check me out and read me,
keep me for a week.
Bring me back to the library,
so others can take a peek.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Library Book

Open me up,
and read all the news.
Then make Paper Maché,
with scissors and glue.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Newspaper

I’m nice to wear,
but I’m ripped in the knee.
Ask your mom or dad
to sew a patch on me.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Jeans

You wrote on one side,
in blue, red, or black.
Now flip me over,
and write on my back.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Piece of Paper (with drawing)

I’d keep your feet warm,
but I lost my friend.
Stick eyes on me,
and make a puppet for your hand.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Odd Sock

When you were smaller,
I was your favourite toy.
Now donate me,
to another girl or boy.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Teddy Bear

It’s back-to-school time,
you need lots of gear.
But I can carry your books,
year after year.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Schoolbag

Bring me to the store,
I’ll hold your stuff.
Don’t throw me out,
I’m way too tough.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Shopping Bag

I hold your drink.
I’m sturdy and strong.
I’ll carry your water
all day long.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Reusable Water Bottle

I’ll keep you warm;
zip me up in the Fall.
Give me to your brother,
when I get too small.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Hoodie

Eat all my jam
and clean me up.
Then use me to store
your buttons and stuff.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Jam Jar

I’m cool and green.
Put your lunch in me.
Look inside,
when you feel hungry.
What can I be?
Can you reuse me?
Answer: Lunch Bag

Resources for this activity are on the following pages.
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Clue:

Clue:

Check me out and read me,

You wrote on one side,

keep me for a week.

in blue, red, or black.

Bring me back to the library,

Now flip me over,

so others can take a peek.

and write on my back.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?

Clue:

Clue:

It’s back-to-school time,

I’ll keep you warm,

you need lots of gear.

zip me up in the Fall.

But I can carry your books,

Give me to your brother,

year after year.

when I get too small.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?
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Clue:

Clue:

Open me up,

I’d keep your feet warm,

and read all the news.

but I lost my friend.

Then make Paper Mache,

Stick eyes on me,

with scissors and glue.

and make a puppet for your hand.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?

Clue:

Clue:

Bring me to the store,

Eat all my jam

I’ll hold your stuff.

and clean me up.

Don’t throw me out,

Then use me to store

I’m way too tough.

your buttons and stuff.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?
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Clue:

Clue:

I’m nice to wear,

When you were smaller,

but I’m ripped in the knee.

I was your favourite toy.

Ask your mom or dad

Now donate me,

to sew a patch on me.

to another girl or boy.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?

Clue:

Clue:

I hold your drink.

I’m cool and green.

I’m sturdy and strong.

Put your lunch in me.

I’ll carry your water

Look inside,

all day long.

when you feel hungry.

What can I be?

What can I be?

Can you reuse me?

Can you reuse me?

Re d u c e a n d Re u s e

Play-acting

Eco – Mercials!

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs will pick a random item out of a bag, think of a new way to reuse the item and come up with a commercial to “sell” the
new product.

Materials
✱✱ Four bags filled with at least 6 random items.

Management Skills
✱✱ Encourage Cubs to let their imaginations run wild – the sky is the limit!
✱✱ Can be played in larger group if preferred. More time will be required.

Framing
We have been learning about the 3Rs, and so far, we have learned about the importance of reducing and reusing. We can reuse
many things in our daily lives, but when we can take old things and come up with new ideas and uses it is even better!
Today, we have a garbage bag filled with old items. Imagine these old items being reused as something that can be used again –
maybe we can even sell them!
Today we’re each going to get a chance to come up with our own television commercial to sell reused items! I’ll start (pull an old
sock out of the bag):
“Introducing the SockUSTER! Who knew that an old sock would make a great duster! Socks are great for dusting around the
house. They come in all shapes and sizes and many different colors with flowers, stripes and even spiders! If you want a cool
duster to clean your room, the SockUSTER is the product for you! For the low low price of FREE! Find your SockUSTER today in
the drawer nearest you!”

C ontinued on bac k
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Play-acting

Eco – Mercials!

C ontinued

Debriefing

Suggestions/Ideas
Items:

New Use:

Old sneaker

Flower pot

Coffee tin

Piggy bank

Spatula

Fly swatter

Old scarf

Duster

Picture frame

Serving tray

Shower curtain

Rain jacket

Now it’s your turn! Let your minds run wild and see what
interesting ideas emerge!

Steps
Step 1
Divide the Cubs into their sixes. Provide a bag of items to
each six.
Step 2
Each Cub will pick one item from the bag – this is what they
will be selling through their “Eco-mercial.”
Step 3
Give Cubs 5 minutes to come up with a creative new use
for their item. Cubs must come up with a commercial or
infomercial to try to sell the new product.
Step 4
Each Cub will present their Eco-mercial to their six.

22

When we put our minds together we can be very creative
and come up with fun new ways to learn about reducing
and reusing. From now on, when we go to throw something
in the garbage we can think about new uses for that item.
Whether it is clothes we can donate or give to someone
else, toys we can save for a garage sale or garbage we can
use for art projects or games. We can all help each other
think of creative ways to help protect the earth and teach
our families and communities how to make reducing and
reusing easy and fun!

Re d u c e a n d Re u s e

Game

Waste-Free
Shopping Challenge

Time

15 minutes

Description
In this activity, Cubs must purchase all the items on their shopping list, while reducing as much garbage as possible.

Materials
✱✱ Bell

✱✱ Shopping list (sample provided) (x 2)

✱✱ Pen (x 2)

✱✱ Reusable shopping bag (x 2)

✱✱ Wasteful grocery items (x 2)

✱✱ Waste-free grocery items (x 2)

✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱

Individual yogurt
Piece of fruit in a produce bag
Individually packaged crackers
Plastic spoon
Brown paper lunch bags
Juice boxes
Individually packaged cookies
Vegetable in a produce bag
Paper napkin
Toy with excess packaging
Small box of cereal
Individually packaged potato chips

✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱

Tub of yogurt + reusable container
Fruit with no produce bag
Box of crackers + reusable container
Metal spoon
Reusable lunch bag
Jug of juice + reusable bottle
Large package of cookies + reusable container
Vegetable with no produce bag
Cloth napkin
Toy with no packaging
Large box of cereal + reusable container
Large bag of chips + reusable container

Management Skills
✱✱ This activity requires two leaders who can work at the “checkout.”
✱✱ As a competitive option, you can make it a race to be the first team to check off all the items on their list.

C ontinued on bac k
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Game

Waste-Free
Shopping Challenge

C ontinued

Framing
A lot of the garbage we throw away comes from the things we buy. At the store, we need to choose things that have less or no
garbage. For example, if we buy juice in a large juice jug, there is less garbage than when we buy juice boxes that have a lot of
packaging such as straws and wrappers (show example). But remember, if we choose to buy the large juice carton, we need a
container to hold our juice when we go to school or the park (show container). That’s ok, because we can reuse that container
over and over again.
Here are some other items that help us make less garbage (show each of the shopping items so Cubs will know what each item is
and how the waste-free item can replace the wasteful item).
Instead of…

Use…

Individual yogurt

Tub of yogurt + reusable container

A piece of fruit in a produce bag

Fruit with no produce bag

Individually packaged crackers

Box of crackers + reusable container

Plastic spoon

Metal spoon

Brown paper lunch bags

Reusable lunch bag

Juice boxes

Jug of juice + reusable water bottle

Individually packaged cookies

Large package of cookies + reusable container

A vegetable in a produce bag

Vegetable with no produce bag

Paper napkin

Cloth napkin

A toy with excess packaging

A toy with no packaging

A small box of cereal (package with 8 small boxes)

Large box of cereal + reusable container

Individually packaged potato chips

Large bag of chips + reusable container

Today, your challenge is to get all the items on the shopping list while trying to bring home as little garbage as possible.
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Game

Waste-Free
Shopping Challenge

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
At one end of the room, create an aisle by placing two
long tables parallel to each other. Fill the tables with the
grocery items. Place wasteful items next to their waste-free
alternatives, or for a more challenging option, mix all of the
items together.

Wow! Look at all the garbage we saved from going to
the landfill just by thinking about the items we buy!
(Go through the items in the shopping bags and have a
brief discussion about all the garbage the Cubs reduced
by making wise choices at the store).

Step 2
At the other end of the room, set up a “checkout” area for
each team with a bell, a shopping list and a marker. This will
be the start line.
Step 3
Divide the pack into two teams (maximum of 12 Cubs per
team). Have each team line up at a checkout and provide
them with a reusable shopping bag.
Step 4
Two leaders (or sixers) can be the cashier and should read the
first item on the shopping list to the first Cub in line. The Cub
must run to the “store,” find their item (choosing the option
with less packaging) and bring it back to the checkout.
✱✱ If they are incorrect, the Cub must go back and try
to find the same shopping list item but with less
packaging (the cashier can provide help).
✱✱ If they are correct, the cashier will ring the bell and
they can place the item in their team’s shopping bag.
The cashier will cross the item off the list and read the
next item to the next Cub in line.
Step 5
Continue this way until all the items on the shopping list are
brought to the cashier and marked off the shopping list.
The activity is over when both teams have checked all the
items off their list.

Who knew that smart shopping could make such a
difference for the Earth? Imagine what the Earth would
look like if everyone made decisions like this! Imagine what
the Earth would look like if nobody made decisions like this!
You can start packing a waste-free lunch at home with your
parents or guardians to bring to school. When you grow
up and become a mom or a dad, can you shop like this for
your kids?
You can make smart choices at your next trip to the grocery
store and reduce waste before you eat anything!

Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.
25
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Shopping List

Shopping List

 Juice

 Napkins

 Juice

 Napkins

 Yogurt

 Spoons

 Yogurt

 Spoons

 Cookies

 A toy

 Cookies

 A toy

 Fruit

 A lunch bag

 Fruit

 A lunch bag

 Vegetable

 Potato Chips

 Vegetable

 Potato Chips

 Crackers

 Cereal

 Crackers

 Cereal

Shopping List

Shopping List

 Juice

 Napkins

 Juice

 Napkins

 Yogurt

 Spoons

 Yogurt

 Spoons

 Cookies

 A toy

 Cookies

 A toy

 Fruit

 A lunch bag

 Fruit

 A lunch bag

 Vegetable

 Potato Chips

 Vegetable

 Potato Chips

 Crackers

 Cereal

 Crackers

 Cereal
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Spiritual Fellowship

Community Sharing

Time

5 minutes

Description
Cubs will bring an item to donate to a local charity.

Materials
✱✱ Items to donate to charity

Management Skills
✱✱ Remind Cubs at the previous week’s meeting to bring an item from home that they no longer want that can be donated to a

local charity for other people to use.
✱✱ An email or memo can be sent home one week prior to explain the activity.

Framing
Sharing with friends can help reduce waste. When we share or pass things down to younger family members we are reducing
waste because we are not throwing it in the garbage.
Many people can use items that we no longer need. A book we’ve already read, a shirt that is now too small, a toy that we have
grown out of or even shoes that have become too small – or maybe our feet grew too big! All these items can be used by someone
else who may not be as fortunate to have all the wonderful things that we have. Sharing our things with others helps keep our
Earth clean!

C ontinued on bac k
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Spiritual Fellowship

Community Sharing

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
All the Cubs bring their item to the middle of the circle.

By donating items, you are keeping trash out of our
landfills. Making a donation not only helps the earth but it
also helps people in your community. You are doing a good
deed for others and our planet. By working together, we can
make a difference.

Step 2
Group the items into categories. If you wish, you may limit
the items to articles of clothing.
Step 3
A leader can arrange to bring the items to local charity or
make it part of a future field trip.
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C ontinued

Re d u c e a n d Re u s e

Cub Challenge

Make a Waste-Free Lunch

Description
Cubs learn that they can have a big impact on the amount of waste that is thrown in the garbage by simply rethinking how to
pack a lunch.

Materials
✱✱ Reusable lunch bag
✱✱ Reusable juice container
✱✱ Reusable container
✱✱ Piece of fruit
✱✱ Metal spoon
✱✱ Cloth napkin or facecloth

Management Skills
✱✱ Cubs may need a parent or guardian to help them purchase reusable items that are needed to pack a waste-free lunch.

Framing
Everyday across the province, countless containers, bags and convenience packages are thrown away. The good news is we can
all make better choices, every day, that will help make less garbage. We can do our part by thinking about what we throw away
and come up with ways to reduce the amount of waste we generate, such as packing a waste-free lunch. A waste-free lunch has
no unnecessary waste – anything that is leftover can be reused, composted or recycled.

Steps
Step 1
Buy groceries in bulk to reduce the amount of waste you create when packing a lunch. Purchase large packages and containers of
items such as crackers, cheese, yogurt, cookies and other snacks that can be divided into reusable containers.

C ontinued on bac k
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Re d u c e a n d Re u s e

Cub Challenge

Make a Waste-Free Lunch

C ontinued

Step 2
Pack leftovers from dinner. When dinner is over, most leftovers go in the fridge for the next day. Pack these leftovers in a
reusable container for your lunch. When using leftovers, you do not have to buy anything with packaging.
Step 3
Pack your waste-free lunch in reusable storage containers and drink containers. Use reusable forks, spoons, lunch bags, etc.
Traditional lunch
Instead of…

Waste-free lunch
Use...

Brown paper bag

Reusable lunch bag

Juice box

Juice in a reusable juice container

Sandwich in a baggie

Sandwich in a reusable container

Individual yogurt

Yogurt in a small reusable container

Apple

Apple (composted)

Package of cookies

Cookies in a small reusable container

Plastic spoon

Regular spoon

Paper napkin

Cloth napkin or facecloth

Step 4
Pack fresh fruit and veggies in your lunch. Veggie snacks can be stored in a reusable container, and fruit comes in its own natural
packaging! Any fruit and veggie leftovers can be composted.
Step 5
Recycle! While it’s better for the environment to use reusable juice and water containers, be sure to recycle any disposable
beverage containers that you do use.
Step 6
Spread the word. Teach your family and friends how to pack a waste-free lunch. Measure your success by doing a lunch-waste
audit and present the results to your Cub pack.

Debriefing
There are many great reasons to pack a waste-free lunch! Waste-free lunches help to keep garbage from ending up in the landfill
and keep your school yard and Cub meeting place clean. A waste-free lunch is often a healthy lunch so it promotes healthy living
AND saves money for your parents or guardians because waste-free lunches often cost less.
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Re s o u r c e s | Lunch-Waste Audit

1. Completed any day before your waste-free lunch day.
Please list how you disposed of each item left over from your lunch today (including food
waste and packaging). This will be compared to the audit you will complete on a waste-free
lunch day.
Reused

Total Items:

Recycled

Total Items:

(Total items in waste column)

_____ x

Composted

Total Items:

Waste

Total Items:

5 school days = _____ waste items per week!

_____ x 20 school days = _____ waste items per month!
_____ x 195 school days = _____ waste items per year!

2. Completed on your waste-free lunch day.
Please list how you disposed of each item left over from your lunch today (including food
waste and packaging). Compare this audit to the one completed before the waste-free lunch
day and see how you improved.
Reused

Total Items:

Recycled

Total Items:

(Total items in waste column)

_____ x

Composted

Total Items:

Waste

Total Items:

5 school days = _____ waste items per week!

_____ x 20 school days = _____ waste items per month!
_____ x 195 school days = _____ waste items per year!

Re c y c l i n g

Meetin

g

No.2
Eco-Cubs

The Amazing Recycle Race!

Date:

Objective
To explore the last of the 3Rs: recycling. If we cannot reduce or reuse, then we should recycle whenever possible to keep waste
out of landfills.

Overview
Recycling may be the last of the 3Rs, but it is still important! Recycling keeps garbage out of landfills, saves valuable natural
resources and creates new and exciting products for us to use every day. Cubs will discover what happens to items that are
recycled through engaging activities, creative thinking, storytelling and song. Cubs will learn how to divert recyclables from the
landfill when at home, in their community and at Cub gatherings.

Linked Activity Area Work
Theme Activity

Activity Area

Requirement

Garbage Bag Tag

Recycling Badge

B3

Be the Recycle Cycle

Recycling Badge

B1

Garbage Art

Tawny Star
Recycling Badge
Artist Badge
Handicraft Badge

A6, A9, B4, B5
B5
4, 7, 8
1, 5

We’re Going to the Recycling Depot

Recycling Badge

C9

Cub Challenge: Make Your Own Paper

Recycling Badge
Tawny Star

C7
A2

Cub Challenge: Plan a Recycling Blitz

Recycling Badge

C4, C8

Field Activity: Visit a Recycling Centre

Recycling Badge

C5

Field Activity: Visit a Landfill

Blue Star

B2

Cub Challenge
Cubs can help boost recycling efforts or make their own paper using the leave-behind guides. Cubs can plan their own recycling
blitz as a fundraiser for the pack or take recycling into their own hands by making recycled paper.

Suggested Field Activities
✱✱ Visit a local recycling centre or landfill.
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Re c y c l i n g

Meetin

g

No.2
Eco-Cubs Meeting Schedule

The Amazing Recycle Race!

Time
10 mins

Opening Ceremony
Grand Howl
O Canada
Inspection

10 mins

Garbage Bag Tag
Cubs run loose and recycle
themselves into new items before
getting caught by the Garbage Bag.

15 mins

Be the Recycle Cycle
Cubs go on a journey from the
grocery shelf to the recycling
center – becoming plastic bottles
that get turned into something new!

15 mins

Garbage Art
Cubs master the art of recycling
by turning something old into
something new!

5 mins

We’re Going to the Recycling Depot
In this repeat after me song, Cubs
learn about the types of beverage
containers that can be recycled at
the recycling depot.

5 mins

Closing Ceremony

Meeting Notes:
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Activity

Date:

Program Details Leader Responsible

Re c y c l i n g

Game

Garbage Bag Tag

Time

10 minutes

Description
This game is similar to freeze tag where the “it” Cub is a garbage bag. Cubs that get “tagged” must be “recycled” before they can
start playing again.

Materials
✱✱ Hula hoop (x 3)
✱✱ Small garbage bag with holes for head and arms (x 2)

Management Skills
✱✱ This game requires space for the Cubs to run around.
✱✱ This running game can be played indoors or outdoors.
✱✱ For larger packs, have two Cubs wear the garbage bags and be “it.”

Framing
Who likes to run around and have fun? Well, today you are going to run around and play tag. But, while you’re playing, you
will be recycled into something new! Recycling is when something old is made into something new. When you recycle an old
aluminum can, it can be recycled into a new aluminum can with new colors and designs.
Cubs, put your thinking hats on, you will need to be very creative and come up with lots of ideas. Let’s all help each other stay out
of the BIG GARBAGE BAG!
The person who is “it” is a big garbage bag. You don’t want to go in the garbage because you know that you can be recycled into
something new that people can use. But the garbage bag is greedy and he wants to catch you so he can get bigger and bigger.
It’s your job to make sure the garbage bag doesn’t catch you so you can go in the recycle bin instead of the garbage!

C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Game

Garbage Bag Tag

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Place hula hoops around game area, spaced at least
4 metres apart. The hula hoops represent recycle bins.
Step 2
Explain to the Cubs how freeze tag works. Leaders can
demonstrate how the game works before beginning.
*Freeze tag is a game where one player is “it” and all the
other players run around.
The person who is “it” will run around and try to tag you.
If you get tagged, you must freeze. That means you have to
stay where you are until someone unfreezes you.
Step 3
Read out the game rules and ask Cubs if they understand.
RULES
1 Cubs that are tagged by the garbage bag must freeze
(stay where they are).
2 Unfrozen Cubs can save the frozen Cubs by gently
taking them by the arm and putting them in a recycle
bin (hula hoop).
3 In the recycling bin, the Cubs must say “RECYCLE,
RECYCLE, RECYCLE” to show that they have been
recycled into something new. Cubs can then join
the game again, saving other Cubs and avoiding the
garbage bag.
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Step 4
Choose one Cub to be “it” who will wear the garbage bag.
Ask all other Cubs to pretend that they are items that can be
recycled. The “it” Cub stands in one corner of the play area
and counts to 10 before starting to run around. You may
choose a leader to be “it” for the first round so Cubs can
gain a better understanding of how the game works.
Step 5
End the round when the Cub that is “it” has tagged most
other Cubs. Then select another participant to be the
garbage bag. Try to keep the rounds short so the Cubs won’t
tire out and so everyone gets a turn being the garbage bag.

Debriefing
Some things go in the garbage bin, but some things can
be recycled. When we recycle items, they are turned into
something that can be used again. By recycling, we reduce
the amount of garbage we make – this is good for plants,
animals, people and the earth. You were all great
at RECYCLING!

Re c y c l i n g

Storytelling

Be the Recycle Cycle

Time

15 minutes

Description
This guided imagery activity teaches Cubs about the lifecycle of a plastic bottle and how recycling helps us make less garbage,
helping to protect the earth.

Materials
✱✱ Plastic juice bottle
✱✱ Fleece jacket, hat, or scarf
✱✱ Safety vest
✱✱ A bell
✱✱ Bag of chopped up plastic (optional)
✱✱ T-shirt (optional)
✱✱ Stuffing (fluff) from inside a pillow (optional)
✱✱ Script (provided)

Management Skills
✱✱ Be imaginative and enthusiastic while telling the recycle story to the kids.

Framing
A bottle of juice sits on the store shelf until we buy it. We take it home and put it in the fridge until we are ready to drink it. When
we are finished, do we put the bottle in the garbage can or the recycle bin? That’s right; we put it in the recycle bin so it can be
turned into something new.
Then your plastic bottles are put on a truck and sent to the recycling factory. Once the bottles arrive at the recycling factory, they
get chopped into tiny pieces; these are called plastic flakes or chips (show plastic flakes). All those flakes get washed to remove
all the labels. Once they are clean, the flakes are thrown into a melting machine. This machine melts the tiny pieces of plastic so it
can be poured into a mold or stretched to make plastic fiber.
At the recycling factory, the bottles will be turned into something new such as a new bottle or even fleece! (Show items that can
be made from recycled plastic).
C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Storytelling

Be the Recycle Cycle

Today’s journey starts on a grocery store shelf and could
end up inside a pillow. You are going to pretend to be a juice
bottle that gets recycled into a new product!

Steps
Step 1
Have the pack stand spaced out facing the leader.
Step 2
Guide Cubs through the recycling process by reading the
script provided. One leader may read the story out loud
while one leader demonstrates the actions. Ask Cubs to
make the sounds and actions along with you.
Step 3
At the end of the story, ask Cubs what new items they were
recycled into.
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C ontinued

Debriefing
Today, you all pretended to be juice bottles that were all
turned into something new. That’s how recycling keeps
things like plastic bottles out of the landfill and helps
protect our earth. We can choose to recycle plastic drink
bottles instead of throwing them in the garbage.
There are many different types of drink containers that
we can recycle such as aluminum cans, plastic bottles,
glass bottles, steel containers, juice boxes and juice
pouches. Today, you learned that when you recycle your
drink containers, they get turned into something new and
interesting like fuzzy fleece! When you recycle, you help
make less garbage – this is good for plants, animals, people
and the earth.

Re c y c l i n g

Storytelling

Be the Recycle Cycle Script

Let’s pretend we are juice bottles going on an adventure to be recycled into something
new – new things. Spread out so you have lots of room to do the actions!
First, you are going to pretend that you are a plastic bottle of water on the shelf at
the store. Everybody stand up nice and tall with your arms by your sides. Make sure
you look refreshing; you want someone to pick you to drink! Here comes a little girl.
Let’s jump into her cart. 1, 2, 3 jump! Here we go… we’re going to the checkout. Do you
know what kind of sound the checkout makes? Everybody step from side to side and
say “Beep, beep. Beep, beep.” We are bottles going through the checkout.
Now we are at the little girl’s house, but she’s not thirsty yet. Where is she going to put
you? In the fridge! Oh no, it’s cold in here. Everybody rub your arms and say “Brrrrrr!”
I hope that little girl comes back soon. Ok. The little girl is thirsty now so she is going to
drink you. Everybody pretend you’re taking the top off your bottle. Now the little girl is
going to have a big gulp. Everybody tip to one side and say “glug, glug, glug.”
Now that we are empty bottles, do we go in the garbage bin or the recycle bin? That’s
right, the recycle bin! We don’t want to go in the garbage and go to the messy dump,
we want to go to the recycling factory and be turned into something new. It’s time to go
in the recycle bin. Let’s pretend. Everybody jump into the recycle bin. “1, 2, 3 jump!”
Look, the bin is pretty full now so it’s time for all us bottles to get in a big truck and go
to the recycling factory. It’s a long and bumpy road on the way to the recycling factory.
Let’s pretend. Everybody bounce up and down, and say “bump, bump, bump.”
Phew! Being a bottle is tough work. Ok. Now all the bottles are at the recycling factory
so they can be turned into something new. It’s time to meet the recycling factory
manager. Who would like to be the recycling factory manager? (Pick a volunteer and
give them the bell and a safety vest to wear). What’s your name? Ok Ryan (use Cub’s
name), you are no longer a bottle, you are the recycling plant manager and you have
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Re c y c l i n g

Storytelling

Be the Recycle Cycle Script

an important job. You get to turn on all the recycling machines! When we need a
machine to start you have to ring the bell to get it started. I’ll tell you when to ring it.
First, a machine like giant scissors chops the plastic bottles up into little pieces. When
Ryan rings the bell, everybody put out your arms and clap your hands, and say “chop,
chop, chop.” Are you ready? Ring the bell! “Chop, chop, chop!” I think that’s small
enough, stop the machine Ryan – ring the bell!
Next, we have to get all cleaned up. When Ryan rings the bell, the showers are going
to come on. We are going to raise our hand above our heads, wiggle our fingers
around take a shower like this “pshhhhhh.” Ok, turn on the showers. “Pshhhhhh!”
Next, another machine makes the pieces of plastic really hot so they melt. When Ryan
turns the machine on, let’s pretend we are the fire by waving our hands in the air and
say “whoosh, whoosh, whoosh.” Are you ready Ryan? Ring the bell. It’s getting so hot!
“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” Now let’s melt. We’re melting. Everybody melt down to
the floor. Ryan, I think you’d better ring the bell to stop the machine. Now we are all
melted into a squishy, thick liquid, kind of like syrup.
Now it’s time to get shaped into something new. We need another machine to shape
and stretch out the melted plastic. When Ryan turns the machine on, everybody stand
up and spread your arms and legs out to the sides and get stretched into something
new. You might be a new plastic bottle, or maybe some carpet, or a t-shirt, or a new
toy truck, or school supplies like a ruler! Ok, is everyone ready to be stretched and
shaped into something new? Are you ready Ryan? Turn it on! Ok, stretch back and
forth. “Stretch!” Oh boy turn it off, turn it off! Phew!
Ok Ryan, it looks like all of the bottles have been turned into something new.
Good work! I think we can shut down the plant for the night. Let’s see what new
things we made from our recycled plastic today.
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Re c y c l i n g

Craft

Garbage Art

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs get creative using items that would otherwise be headed for the garbage can, turning trash into something new –
artistic masterpieces!

Materials
✱✱ Child safe scissors (x 24)
✱✱ Glue
✱✱ Markers, crayons and paint
✱✱ Left-over tissue and wrapping paper
✱✱ Scraps of paper
✱✱ Newspapers or flyers
✱✱ Magazines
✱✱ Cereal and cracker boxes
✱✱ Milk containers
✱✱ Paper towel rolls
✱✱ Old buttons
✱✱ Bottle caps
✱✱ Other clean “garbage” materials that can be incorporated into a craft

Management Skills
✱✱ Let Cubs be as creative as they want.
✱✱ Encourage them to come up with their own unique creation.

Framing
Items that seem like garbage can be turned into something new – maybe even a masterpiece! Items don’t always have to be
thrown in the garbage. We can make less garbage by turning our garbage into something new, even art! How creative can you
be? Can you make an instrument from garbage? Or, maybe a robot? Let’s find out!

C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Craft

Garbage Art

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Cover tables with scrap paper. Lay out smocks for Cubs to
protect their clothes.

Recycling items helps us reduce our garbage. Recycling is
fun! Look at all the new garbage art that was recycled into
something new instead of being sent to the dump. Now, can
you think of other ways to make garbage art masterpieces?

Step 2
Each six should set up at a table. Provide each six with
an assortment of clean garbage as well as scissors, glue,
markers, crayons and paint.
Step 3
Create art!
Step 4
Discuss what Cubs created from the garbage and clean up
the craft area.
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Re c y c l i n g

Song

We’re Going to the
Recycling Depot

Time

5 minutes

Description
Through song, Cubs will learn about some of the containers that can be recycled at the recycling depot.

Management Skills
✱✱ This is a “repeat after me” song. The leader sings a line and the pack repeats.
✱✱ The tune is similar to “We’re all going on a lion hunt.”
✱✱ This is a great song to start off a recycling blitz.

Framing
Fellowship with friends is great, but when we are learning about recycling, it’s even better. Do you know what types of containers
you can recycle at the recycling depot? This song will help you get recycling in no time!

Steps
Step 1
Cubs sit in circle.
Step 2
Explain to Cubs that this is a “repeat after me” song. Lead Cubs in song by chanting the first line. Cubs will all repeat the line after
you. During each chorus, Cubs slap their knees in a rhythm as if they were marching.

Debriefing
Now wasn’t that fun, singing about recycling! We can recycle our beverage containers at a recycling depot. There are many types
of drink containers that you can recycle: pop cans, water bottles, juice boxes, foil pouches, even yogurt drinks! Teach the song to
your family and friends, maybe they will catch on too!

C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Song

We’re Going to the
Recycling Depot

C ontinued

Chorus
We’re all going to the recycling depot
We’ve got the bottles
and the pop cans too
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa
Uh Oh!

Verse 3
What about my juice jammer?
In its shiny foil pack.
Take out the straw.
Now we can recycle it.
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa
Chorus

Verse 1
What about this juice box?
Can’t put it in the garbage.
Better take out the straw.
Now we can recycle it.
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa
Chorus

Verse 4
What about my yo-go?
Can yogurt drinks go in?
Give ‘em a rinse out
Now it can go in!
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa
Chorus

Verse 2
What about my orange juice?
There’s a little bit left.
Empty all the liquid.
Now we can recycle it.
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa
Chorus
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Verse 5
What about my water bottle?
Did I need to buy it?
Shoulda used my own bottle.
Guess I’ll still recycle it.
oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa, oom-pa

Re c y c l i n g

Cub Challenge

Make Your Own Paper

Description
Instead of chopping down trees to make new paper, Cubs learn how to make paper by recycling used paper.

Materials
✱✱ Bin of scrap paper or newspaper

✱✱ Screens (fly screen stapled to a wooden frame and

✱✱ Blender or food processor (x 2)

small enough to fit in the bins) (x 8)
✱✱ Sponges (x 8)
✱✱ Dish towels (x 24)
✱✱ Flower seeds, petals or pine needles (optional)

✱✱ Warm water (enough to fill 2 bins ¼ full)
✱✱ Dish pan (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ Make screens prior to activity.
✱✱ This craft requires drying time.
✱✱ Protect tables by covering them with newspaper.
✱✱ Adult supervision is required to operate the blender.
✱✱ If used as a full group activity, we recommend having 2 screens per station.

Framing
There are many ways you can reduce, reuse and recycle. Making your own paper is just one! We use a lot of paper every day –
37% of all of our garbage is paper. Recycling paper is a great way to reduce our garbage.
Do you use paper – at home or at Cub Meetings, for drawing or writing notes? A lot of paper is used every single day, especially
during the school year. Sometimes, we print more things than we need to. After both sides of paper have been used, where
should the paper go? When we put paper in the paper recycling bin it goes to a recycling factory and gets turned into new paper.
We are going to make our own recycled paper, just like at the factory.

C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Cub Challenge

Make Your Own Paper

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Cover tables with old newspapers. Set up four paper
making stations each with a dish pan, 2 screens, 2 sponges
and enough tea towels for each Cub. Set up the blender at
another table.

Step 7
The Cub takes the sponge and gently presses it against the
back of the screen. Remove any excess water by squeezing
the water back into the one of the bins. Do this until all
excess moisture has been removed.

Step 2
Cubs find a spot at the table. Hand out used newspapers
and have Cubs tear the paper into pieces about the size of a
postage stamp.

Step 8
The Cubs carefully lift the screen away, leaving the paper
pulp on the cloth.

Step 3
Add a few handfuls of shredded paper to the blender.
Add some water to the blender, making it about ¾ full.
Blend the mixture for 30 seconds or until the paper is
ground into a soft pulp.
Step 4
Fill each bin ¼ full with the pulp mixture. You may need to
add more pulp or water to each bin as you go.
Step 5
Each Cub dips the screen under the surface of the water a
few times until the pulp is spread evenly over the screen.
The pulp should be thick enough so that you can’t see the
screen through the pulp.
Optional: Cubs can sprinkle flower seeds, flower petals or
pine needles onto the pulp.
Step 6
The Cub gently lifts the screen out of the container and
lets the water drain. Lay a rag on top of the pulp-covered
screen, hold it firmly in place and flip the screen and rag
combination over onto the table. The pulp should be between
the rag and the screen. (The next Cub can start step 5).
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Step 9
Let the pulp dry for at least 24 hours. If it’s a sunny day, lay
it in the sun to dry faster. Once the paper is dry, peel it from
the rag. This will have to take place at the next Cub meeting.
Step 10
Encourage Cubs to draw a picture on the paper or turn it
into a greeting card for a friend or family member.

Debriefing
Making your own paper is a tough job, but it sure was fun!
Look at how much paper we saved from going in the garbage!
By recycling old newspapers, you are saving trees that
provide us with oxygen. Did you know that 40,000 trees are
cut down every day to produce newsprint for ALL of Canada’s
newspapers? That is way too many trees. By recycling old
paper or buying paper that was made from recycled paper a
lot of energy can be saved. When paper is recycled, 60% less
energy is used than when trees are taken from the forest to
make new paper. Recycling paper and buying paper made
from recycled material is the way to go!

Re c y c l i n g

Cub Challenge

Plan a Recycling Blitz

Description
Cubs put their organizational skills to the test. Cubs, leaders and volunteers can plan a recycling blitz to keep beverage containers
out of the dump and fundraise for pack activities.

Materials
✱✱ Clearly marked recycle bins
✱✱ Recycling posters
✱✱ A place to sort recyclables
✱✱ A place to store recyclables
✱✱ Extra bins or bags
✱✱ Prizes (optional)

Management Skills
✱✱ Bring Cubs and family together to help plan the Recycling Blitz.

Framing
Residents throughout Newfoundland and Labrador have been dedicated to recycling beverage containers for many years.
Thousands of containers have been diverted from Newfoundland and Labrador’s landfills and millions of dollars have been
invested back into our schools, community groups and sports organizations because of their hard work.
Today, recycling and recycling blitzes are common practice. This guide is intended to help your pack get the most out of your
recycling blitz – whether you’re looking to improve or organizing a blitz for the first time.

C ontinued on bac k
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Re c y c l i n g

Cub Challenge

Plan a Recycling Blitz

Steps
Step 1
You’ll need a dedicated leader and a small group of
motivated Cubs. The recycling group will have the
responsibility of organizing the recycling blitz for your pack.
Step 2
Choose the type of blitz you want to organize.
✱✱ Drop-Off. This is the most popular type of recycling blitz.
The pack designates a time and location for Cubs, family
and friends to drop-off their beverage containers.
✱✱ Door-to-Door. Cubs, leaders, parents and other
volunteers go door-to-door in the community
requesting donations of recyclable beverage containers.
Step 3
Choose a location. Make sure you have a convenient place
to sort and store recyclables until they can be picked-up or
dropped-off at the recycling depot.
Step 4
Inform the rest of the pack, as well as parents and guardians,
that you’re planning a recycling blitz. Recruit volunteers.
Step 5
Communicate with Cubs, leaders and volunteers how to
properly prepare containers:
1 Empty all liquids
2 Remove caps, straws and other garbage
3 Include only materials accepted under your local
beverage container recycling program.
If your pack receives a large amount of contaminated
material, the pack can sort through the material before it is
sent to the recycling depot.
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C ontinued

Step 6
Contact the recycling depot to see if they offer a pick-up
service. If a pick-up service is not available, arrange to
have volunteers return the recyclables to the nearest
recycling depot.
Step 7
Measure the success of your recycling blitz by taking note
of the amount of containers returned to the recycling depot.
Next time, make it your goal to increase the number of
containers collected.

Debriefing
How many beverage containers did you keep out of the
landfill? For each container you recycled you saved 55.8g of
carbon emissions too – helping to fight climate change.
How many aluminum cans did you recycle? Did you know
that each aluminum can collected through your recycling
blitz saved enough energy to power a television for 3hrs?
How much energy did your pack save? By recycling, we
divert garbage from the landfill, save energy, help fight
climate change and raise money for pack activities –
recycling is awesome!

Composting

Meetin

g

No.3
Eco-Cubs

Organic Magic

Date:

Objective
To learn about all the items that can be composted instead of being sent to a landfill.

Overview
Composting is nature’s way of recycling. Using hands-on interactive games and storytelling, Cubs will learn what materials can
be composted and how decomposer organisms break down those materials to return valuable nutrients to the earth. Cubs will
gain a better understanding of the amount of food waste that goes in the garbage and how by following nature’s example, they
can give back to the earth.

Linked Activity Area Work
Theme Activity

Activity Area

Requirement

Supernatural Sorting

Recycling Badge
Tawny Star

B1
A8

Earth Machine

Recycling Badge

B2, B3

Organic Magic Bags

Recycling Badge

A1, A3, B2, B3, B5, B6

Growing Up Green

Recycling Badge
Purple Star

B6, B7
A5, B2

Cub Challenge: Potting Mix Experiment

Black Star
Gardener Badge

A3
2C, 4B, 4D

Recycling Badge
Cub Challenge: Build Your Own Wood and Wire Compost Bin Tawny Star
Carpenter Badge

C1
C2
3

Field Activity: Visit a Community Compost

Black Star

B3

Field Activity: Visit a Local Garden

Black Star

B3

Cub Challenge
Cubs can show off their gardening or carpentry skills using the leave-behind guides. Cubs can experiment with potting soil or
build their own compost bin.

Suggested Field Activities
✱✱ Visit a community compost or local garden.
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g

No.3
Eco-Cubs Meeting Schedule

Organic Magic

Time
10 mins

Opening Ceremony
Grand Howl
O Canada
Inspection

10 mins

Supernatural Sorting
Cubs learn about the organic
materials that can be composted
in their own backyards.

15 mins

Earth Machine
Cubs become food waste as they
try to avoid the compost catcher.

15 mins

Organic Magic Bags
Cubs make their own minicomposters.

5 mins

Growing Up Green
Cubs will imagine having the life
of a tree!

5 mins

Closing Ceremony

Meeting Notes:
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Activity

Date:

Program Details

Leader Responsible

Composting

Game

Supernatural Sorting

Time

10 minutes

Description
Cubs must sort through the different types of waste and decide whether to toss them in the “green magic” bin, the “brown magic”
bin or the garbage bin.

Materials
✱✱ Green magic images (provided)
✱✱ Brown magic images (provided)
✱✱ Garbage images (provided)
✱✱ Green magic bin (x 2)
✱✱ Brown magic bin (x 2)
✱✱ Garbage bin (x 2)
✱✱ Bean bags or pop cans (x 30)
✱✱ Pylons or reused pop bottles (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ You will need to cut out the provided images and fasten them to the bean bags or pop cans in advance.
✱✱ Cubs will need to recognize green and brown waste materials and the types of materials that should not be composted.
✱✱ A leader will need to be with each group to collect items that miss the bins.
✱✱ As a competitive option, make it a race between two teams to see who can sort their items the fastest.

Framing
Do you believe in magic? When we put organic waste such as food scraps and yard waste into a compost bin – they DISAPPEAR!
Well actually, decomposer organisms, such as worms and bacteria, break down the waste and return the nutrients to the Earth so
that other plants and animals can grow.
Some organic waste we call “green.” Green waste is fresh, moist and high in nitrogen – important for the growth and
reproduction of decomposer organisms. Green waste includes fruit and vegetable waste, fresh grass clippings and tea leaves.
Some organic waste we call “brown.” Brown waste is dry, absorbent and high in carbon – an important energy source for
decomposer organisms. Brown waste includes stale bread, leftover pasta, paper and dried leaves. Building a compost pile
C ontinued on bac k
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Composting

Game

Supernatural Sorting

with a mix of browns and greens is important for
decomposer organisms.
Remember, some types of organic waste should not be
composted because they are harder for the decomposer
organisms to break down. Items to avoid putting in the
compost bin include: meat, fish, dairy, fats, greases and oils.
Composting happens in nature all around us. But today, we
need to add a little bit of magic. You are going to do some
supernatural sorting to help those decomposer organisms
recycle organic waste into compost.

C ontinued

Step 4
Once each team has sorted all the items in their pile, they
are finished. Go through each item to make sure it was
placed in the correct bin.
Debriefing
That’s organic magic! Some things aren’t going to help the
magic and might even cause problems. We’ll put those things
in the garbage bin instead of the compost bin. Composting is
a natural process. When you compost you are helping nature
recycle by keeping organic waste out of the landfill.

Steps
Step 1
Place each set of organic waste items at each start line.
Mark the throwing line with the pylons or pop bottles. Set
up three bins for each team at least 5 paces away from the
throwing lines.
Step 2
Divide the pack into two teams and have Cubs stand behind
the throwing line.
Step 3
Cubs must pick up one piece of organic waste and toss it
into one of three bins: greens, browns, or garbage.
✱✱ If they miss, the leader puts the item back at the front
of the line and the Cub will go to the back of the line
until it is their turn to try again.
✱✱ If they are correct, the next Cub in line will move to the
throwing line and take a turn.
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Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.

Re s o u r c e s | Supernatural Sorting

cheese ✱ canola oil ✱ fish ✱ pizza ✱ beef

Re s o u r c e s | Supernatural Sorting

toast ✱ leaf ✱ noodles ✱ paper bag ✱ shredded paper

Re s o u r c e s | Supernatural Sorting

grass ✱ apple core ✱ banana peel ✱ tea bag ✱ carrots

Composting

Game

Earth Machine

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs learn what can be composted in a backyard compost bin while playing a fun, fast-paced running game.

Materials
✱✱ Pylons or reused pop bottles (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ This game can be played indoors or outdoors.

Framing
Food waste from our kitchens, such as apple peels, banana peels, vegetable scraps, stale bread, peanut shells and leftover pasta,
can be composted. Yard waste from gardens, such as fallen leaves, grass clippings and plant debris, can also be composted.
These items are all organic waste that will break down or decompose.
In a compost bin, decomposer organisms, like worms and bacteria, break down organic food and yard waste, returning it back
to the Earth as nutrient-rich compost so that other plants and animals can grow. Some backyard compost bins are called Earth
Machines because they make earth. In nature composting is a natural process. Nothing ever goes to the garbage, it gets recycled.
Today the Earth Machine has come to Cubs and wants to fill up on food waste. That food waste is you!

Steps
Step 1
Use the pylons or pop bottles to mark the start and finish lines within the playing area.
Step 2
Have all Cubs stand along the starting line and explain that they will play one of 3 roles in the compost process: the compost
catcher, worms or organic materials.
C ontinued on bac k
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Composting

Game

Earth Machine

C ontinued

Step 3
Choose one Cub to be the “compost catcher” and have them
stand in the middle of the field. Make sure to leave lots of
space between the two ends of the field for the compost
catcher to run around.
Step 4
All remaining Cubs will think of an item that can be
composted in a compost bin. Give Cubs the options of apple
core, rotten tomato, green grass, piece of paper, stale bread
or leaf (use the items from Supernatural Sorting to help
remind Cubs of the items, if necessary. Remind Cubs NOT to
say their item out loud.
Step 5
The compost catcher has to choose one of the items and call
it out to the pack. All Cubs who were thinking of that same
item must attempt to run from their place on the starting
line all the way to the finish line without being caught by
the compost catcher.
✱✱ If the Cub is caught, they must freeze in their place and
become a wiggling worm. The wiggling worm’s job is
to help the compost catcher catch Cubs as they run by.
The wiggling worm cannot move from its space; they
must keep their feet planted on the ground and reach
out to tag Cubs.
✱✱ At any time during the round, the compost catcher can
call out “EARTH MACHINE” instead of one of the items.
Any Cub remaining at the starting line must attempt to
run to the finish line.
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Step 6
Once all Cubs have either been turned to worms or get to
the finish line, the finish line will become the starting line
and the Cubs must try to get back to the other side.
Step 7
The game ends when all compost bin items (Cubs) have
been caught by either the compost catcher or the wiggling
worms. To start a new game, the last Cub standing can
become the compost catcher.

Debriefing
Well, wasn’t that a fun game, pretending to be pieces of
food scraps and worms. Who knew that all of our food
waste, like vegetable and fruits scraps could be so valuable
to the earth? These things do not need to go in the garbage
anymore; instead, throw them in the compost bin for all the
worms and reduce the amount of organic waste that would
normally go to the landfill!

Composting

Craft

Organic Magic Bags

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs make a mini composter-in-a-bag to see how organic material breaks down to become compost.

Materials
✱✱ Plastic freezer bag (x 24)

✱✱ Bucket of shredded brown waste

✱✱ Twist tie (x 24)

✱✱ Bucket of garden soil

✱✱ Water spray bottle (x 4)

✱✱ Organic Magic Bag Instruction Sheet

✱✱ Bucket of chopped green waste

(sample provided) (x 24)

Management Skills
✱✱ Setup is important to make sure activity is done within suggested time frame.
✱✱ The leader should demonstrate the process while giving the instructions.
✱✱ It will take 4-6 weeks for the organic material to break down; an instruction sheet will be included to help parents or

guardians complete the activity with their child.

Framing
We can compost with help from decomposer organisms such as the worms in our backyard or the good bacteria on our food.
Decomposer organisms need food, water, shelter and oxygen to survive. Decomposer organisms need a mix of “green” and
“brown” waste.
Green waste is fresh, moist and high in nitrogen – important for the growth and reproduction of decomposer organisms.
Green waste includes fruit and vegetable waste, fresh grass clippings and tea leaves. Brown waste is dry, absorbent and high
in carbon – an important energy source for decomposer organisms. Brown waste includes shredded paper and dried leaves.
Adding compost to the soil makes the soil healthy, which in turn helps plants grow.
Today, we’re going to make our own mini-composters but we’ll have to make sure it has everything needed to make the magic
recipe work!
Let the magic begin!
C ontinued on bac k
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Composting

Craft

Organic Magic Bags

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Each six can work at a table.
At each table, lay out all the ingredients for the organic
magic bags: green waste, brown waste, garden soil, water
spray bottle, freezer bags, and twist ties.
Step 2
Cubs take the first ingredient – a freezer bag. This will
provide shelter for decomposer organisms.
Step 3
Each Cub will add a handful of garden soil to the freezer
bag. The garden soil contains the decomposer organisms
that will help break the material down. In a backyard
compost bin, the decomposers organisms will come up from
the ground.
Step 4
Next, Cubs add both a handful of brown AND a handful of
green waste in the bag. This gives the decomposers both
types of food they need to survive.
Step 5
Next, Cubs give the decomposer organisms the water they
need to survive by spraying enough water in the bag to
make the mixture as moist as a wrung-out sponge (not too
wet and not too dry); 2-3 sprays should do the trick!

Step 6
Give each Cub a twist tie to fasten the top of the bag.
There will be oxygen trapped inside the bag. Massage
the bag to help mix the brown and green waste and help
move the oxygen through the mixture. This is like turning
a backyard compost pile. This gives decomposer organisms
the oxygen they need to breathe.
Step 7
Give each Cub an instruction sheet to take home with their
mini composter. Cubs will need to massage the bag each
day and open the bag every second day to give decomposer
organisms a fresh supply of oxygen. It will take about
4-6 weeks for the decomposers to turn the organic waste
into compost.

Debriefing
Organic magic! With just the right amount of secret
ingredients, compost can be made in a bag. Yes, that’s right
Cubs, you can make dirt! Our earth provides everything
needed to do it; you just need to add the nutrients!
In 4-6 weeks your organic waste will have transformed
into compost! Nature’s very own magic trick!

Resources for this activity are on the following pages.
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Re s o u r c e s | Organic Magic Bag Instructions

This mini composter will turn organic
waste into healthy compost in just 4-6
weeks. It’s organic magic in a bag!

This mini composter will turn organic
waste into healthy compost in just 4-6
weeks. It’s organic magic in a bag!

To help the magic along,
please follow these steps:

To help the magic along,
please follow these steps:

Step 1: Massage the bag every day.

Step 1: Massage the bag every day.

Step 2: Open the bag every second day

Step 2: Open the bag every second day

for about 6 hours (to add oxygen).
Step 3: When the stuff inside looks dark

for about 6 hours (to add oxygen).
Step 3: When the stuff inside looks dark

and crumbly and has a nice earthy
smell, it’s ready to use. Add the
compost to your plants and watch
them grow!

and crumbly and has a nice earthy
smell, it’s ready to use. Add the
compost to your plants and watch
them grow!

This mini composter will turn organic
waste into healthy compost in just 4-6
weeks. It’s organic magic in a bag!

This mini composter will turn organic
waste into healthy compost in just 4-6
weeks. It’s organic magic in a bag!

To help the magic along,
please follow these steps:

To help the magic along,
please follow these steps:

Step 1: Massage the bag every day.

Step 1: Massage the bag every day.

Step 2: Open the bag every second day

Step 2: Open the bag every second day

for about 6 hours (to add oxygen).
Step 3: When the stuff inside looks dark

and crumbly and has a nice earthy
smell, it’s ready to use. Add the
compost to your plants and watch
them grow!

for about 6 hours (to add oxygen).
Step 3: When the stuff inside looks dark

and crumbly and has a nice earthy
smell, it’s ready to use. Add the
compost to your plants and watch
them grow!

Composting

Storytelling/Spiritual Fellowship

Growing Up Green

Time

5 minutes

Description
Cubs take a magical journey through the life, death and rebirth of a tree through an imaginative tour of the forest.

Materials
✱✱ Script (provided)

Management Skills
✱✱ You may repeat the activity as the Cubs will become more familiar with the story and movements.

Framing
Plants and trees grow up from the soil. When they die, they get recycled back into the earth so new things can grow. This is a way
of composting, nature’s way of recycling.
Do you like evergreen trees? In Newfoundland and Labrador, many of our evergreen trees are called balsam fir trees. Did you
know that something magical happened so that fir trees could grow up green and tall from the earth? I’m not talking about magic
spells; I’m talking about the magic that happens in nature all around us, every day.
Today you are going to imagine you are a tree, growing up tall and green!

C ontinued on bac k
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Composting

Storytelling/Spiritual Fellowship

Growing Up Green

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Cubs spread out and sit around the leader. Make sure each
Cub has lots of room for the actions they will be doing as
part of the guided imagery.

Great job Cubs. You all used the earth’s nutrients to grow
into beautiful new firs and evergreens! When all the insects
are ready to jump on board your trunk and start breaking
you down, you can let your nutrients fall back into the soil
for more trees to grow. Thank you trees for those wonderful
nutrients and all the new oxygen you are putting back into
the air!

Step 2
Explain to Cubs that they are going to go on the journey of a
balsam fir tree. They will be born, grow up, die and go back
into the ground so that new plants can grow.
Step 3
Lead the guided imagery activity using the provided script.
Step 4
At the end of the story, give each Cub a chance to say what
type of plant or tree they grew into.
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Composting

Storytelling/Spiritual Fellowship

Growing Up Green Script

Now it’s time to go on our own magical adventure to see how special nature really is! We are going to
pretend we are tiny fir tree seeds and go on the same journey a fir tree takes when it’s born from the
soil, grows up into a tall, green tree, and then dies to become part of the soil so new things can grow.
First we’re going to pretend we are fir cones high in the tree top, holding the tiny seeds inside.
Action: Everybody stand up tall and make the shape of a fir cone with your fingertips touching
above your head.
Do you know how the seeds get out of the fir cone? The cone blows in the wind and the seeds shake
out. Let’s pretend we are cones shaking our seeds out.
Action: Everybody shake your shoulders from side to side and shake the seeds out.
The seeds have a long way to go from the tree top to the ground. Do you know how they make it to
the ground safe and sound? They use their wing to glide down to the ground. Let’s pretend we are fir
seeds and glide down to the ground.
Action: Everybody put your arms out in front of you and hold the palms of your hands together (to
make a wing) and glide down to the ground (glide wing back and forth and move down to the floor).
Now that we have made it safely from the cone in the tree top down to the ground, we are ready to
make our way down into the soil. Let’s be seeds making our way into the ground.
Action: Curl up in a ball like a tiny seed and wiggle your way down into the soil.
Once a seed has found its way down into the soil, all it needs to start growing is sun and rain. As the
sun shines and the rain falls down, a seedling begins to grow up and out of the soil. Let’s be seedlings
sprouting up from the soil.
Action: Everybody sit up on your knees (with your hands in prayer position) and move your arms up
towards the sky like a tiny tree seedling.
With a little more sun and rain, and the healthy soil all around it, you can grow up from a tiny
seedling to become a tall, green fir tree. Let’s be tall, green fir trees.
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Storytelling/Spiritual Fellowship

Growing Up Green Script

Action: Everybody stretch up onto your tippy-toes, stretch your head up towards the sky, and move
your arms down and out to your sides in the shape of a tree.
You did it! You started as a little seed and then used the sun and the rain and the healthy soil to help
you grow up tall and green with your roots planted firmly in the ground. It’s time to enjoy the life of a
tall, green fir tree.
Action: Spread your legs apart like strong tree roots and feel the wind sway you from side to side.
Oh no! The wind is getting stronger and stronger! It must be a windstorm! The wind is so strong that
it bends you from side to side and you can’t hold on any more. You fall to the ground.
Action: Bend from side to side and fall down to the ground.
At first you are sad to be down on the ground instead of growing tall and swaying in the wind, but
then you notice something magical happening. You can see and feel the insects, ants, and worms
crawling on your bark and tickling your roots.
Action: Wiggle your legs, feet and fingers as the insects, ants and worms tickle you all over.
Do you know what happens to the fallen tree when the insects, ants and worms start to do their
work? They keep working until they break your bark and branches into tiny pieces and you become
part of the soil. Let’s be soil made from the trees and plants that died in the forest.
Action: Sit up on your knees because now you are healthy soil and this is the most important part.
You need to get ready to grow new plants and trees.
When you were a tree, you were healthy and strong. Now that you are part of the soil, you make the
soil healthy and strong so new trees and plants can grow. Let’s pretend that we are a seed down in
the soil that’s getting ready to grow up tall. Before we stretch up towards the sky, let’s think of a tree
or plant that we would like to turn into (give examples). Are you ready?
Action: Everybody stretch up from the ground, reach your arms up above your head, stretch up onto
your tippy-toes and become a new plant or tree.
Now it’s time to tell everyone what type of plant or tree you grew into.
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Cub Challenge

Potting Mix Experiment

Description
Cubs will test the effects of using compost as a soil enhancer by comparing the health and growth of two plant seedlings.

Management Skills
✱✱ This activity can be done as a pack, within each six or by individual Cubs.

Materials
✱✱ Finished compost
✱✱ Potting soil (no added fertilizer)
✱✱ Two equal size flower pots
✱✱ Two hardy seeds such as peas
✱✱ Paper towel
✱✱ Two popsicle sticks
✱✱ Marker or pen
✱✱ Watering can
✱✱ Ruler

Framing
Composting organic waste helps us send less garbage to the garbage dump. Finished compost is made from decomposed
organic material. Decomposer organisms break down organic material and recycle nutrients back into the soil. Finished
compost is sometimes called humus and makes healthy soil and healthy plants. It is not a soil fertilizer but a soil conditioner
that replenishes essential plant nutrients in the soil. The earth gives us everything we need to live. Let’s see if it gives the seeds
everything they need to grow!

C ontinued on bac k
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Cub Challenge

Potting Mix Experiment

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
To pre-sprout the peas, moisten a double layer of paper
towels. Wrap pea seeds in the moist paper towels and slide
them into a plastic zipper bag and zip it 3/4 of the way shut.
Keep in a warm spot and keep moist. As soon as you notice
little roots emerging from the seeds, it is time to plant them
(usually within 3 to 4 days.)

Step 9
Try experimenting with other potting soil and finished
compost mixtures.

Step 2
Fill one flower pot with potting soil and the other pot with a
mixture of 50% potting soil and 50% compost.

Debriefing

Step 3
Add the germinated pea seed to each pot.

Prediction Questions:
1 Which seedling do you think will grow faster? Why?
2 Which seedling do you think will look healthier? Why?

Optional: Cubs may plant a tree seed or a perennial seed
such as columbine or chives.
Step 4
Identify each pot by labeling and dating the popsicle stick
and placing it in the soil.
Step 5
Place both of the pots in the same, sunny location.
Step 6
Water seedlings as necessary.
Step 7
Observe the health and appearance of each seedling and
record your observations on the table provided. You may
want to make a large poster to present to the pack.
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Step 8
Use a ruler to measure the growth of each seedling and
record your measurements on the table provided.

Follow-Up Questions:
1 Which seedling grew faster?
2 Which seedling looks healthier?
3 What is finished compost made from?
4 How does finished compost help plants grow?
This experiment shows how finished compost can help
plants grow. By using finished compost, you add nutrients
to the soil that gives plants the food they need to grow.
Compost improves heat and moisture retention and
promotes the growth of healthy, pest-resistant plants.
This reduces the need for chemical fertilizers, pesticides
and excess watering.

Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.

Re s o u r c e s | Potting Mix Experiment

Finished compost and plant growth
Date Planted: ____________________

Example

Week
1
Week
1

Week
2

Week
3

Week
4

Week
5

Week
6

What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?
What do you see?
How big is the plant?

Potting Soil

Potting Soil & Finished Compost

two small leaves

two small leaves

4 mm

4 mm

Composting

Cub Challenge | Craft

Build Your Wood and Wire
Compost Bin
Description
Cubs will work individually or as a group to build a wood and wire compost bin that can be used for backyard composting.
More adventurous Cubs can design their own bin from recycled materials.

Materials

Tools you will need

✱✱ 2"x4"x12's (the posts) (x 4)

✱✱ Tin snips

✱✱ 1/2" mesh hardware cloth 36"x12' long

✱✱ Hammer

✱✱ 1-1/2" No.10 galvanized screws (x 100)

✱✱ Handsaw

✱✱ 3” galvanized butt door hinges and screws (x 4)

✱✱ Wood chisel

✱✱ Hook and eye gate latches (x 4)

✱✱ Drill with 1/8" spiral bit

✱✱ Carpenter’s glue

✱✱ Staple gun

Management Skills
✱✱ Have Cubs see what scrap materials and tools they may be able to gather up at home.
✱✱ This activity can be done as a group of six, or by individual Cubs.

Framing
The wood and wire bin is great and easy to move. When the pile needs to be turned or finished compost needs to be removed, the
bin can be taken apart and laid aside. Partially composted material can also be sifted through the mesh wire, leaving the finished
compost at the bottom. This bin should be placed in a well-sheltered area or covered to help control the moisture balance.
While building your own bin, you can still keep in mind the 3Rs – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. We can reuse old materials (pieces
of wood, wire, nails, screws, etc.) and make it into something new: a compost bin. By doing this, we have not created any garbage,
therefore, we don’t send anything to the landfill. When using old materials, keep in mind that you should use natural lumber,
not pressure treated materials since these may contain toxic substances. Cedar, although expensive, is a great product that is
resistant to moisture and rot.
Now that we all know what composting is and what is involved, buying a bin is easy. Let’s make it really interesting and build our
own bins.
C ontinued on bac k
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Cub Challenge | Craft

Build Your Wood and Wire
Compost Bin
C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Cut each 2"x4"x12' into 4 pieces to make 16 pieces each
3' long.
Step 2
Cut lap joints. Cut a ¾" groove 3-½" from each end and a
½" groove midway into the end of the 2"x4". This will help
prevent the wood from splitting when the excess is chiseled
out. When cutting lap joints, accuracy is important! A perfect
fit will make for square and solid frames.
Step 3
Assemble four frames using four 2"x4"s each. Connect each
lap joint with carpenter’s glue and four wood screws.
Drill pilot holes first to prevent splitting of the wood.
Step 4
Using the tin snips, cut the hardware cloth into four,
3' square sections. Reinforce each edge by folding it back
to form a 1" overlap along the edge.
Step 5
Centre each cloth section onto a frame with the bent edge
against the wood. Staple every 3" or 4" across the mesh,
near the edge. Tension the cloth by starting at the middle of
each edge and work towards the corners.
Step 6
Connect pairs of frames together with two hinges for each
pair, to form folding sides. On the outside edges of each
folding pair, attach the hook and eye gate latches so that
two folding pairs can be latched together.
Note:
A tarp can be used to drape over the entire structure to
protect the pile from rain.
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Debriefing
Homemade compost bins are a great addition to the
backyard and make composting easier! There are various
plans for building your own compost bin. If you are
interested in something a little more challenging, check out
the MMSB website (www.mmsb.nl.ca) and take a look at the
Single Heap Wood Bin or the Three Bin System.

E a r t h ’ s Re s o u r c e s

Meetin

g

No.4
Eco-Cubs

Earth’s Resources

Date:

Objective
To learn about our earth’s resources and how they are used to make the everyday items that we all love. Practicing the 3Rs every
day helps to conserve natural resources.

Overview
Cubs will take a look into the worlds of forestry, mining, agriculture, and oil and gas. Through engaging activities and games,
Cubs will discover how our earth’s resources become the plastic, wood, food or metal we use and buy every day. Cubs also learn
that putting the 3Rs into practice helps to conserve the resources that we depend on.

Linked Activity Area Work
Theme Activity

Activity Area

Requirement

Where on Earth?

Recycling Badge

A7, B8

Swap Meet

Recycling Badge
Red Star

A1, A3, B2, B3, B5, B6
A9

Evolution

Recycling Badge
Purple Star

B6, B7
A5, B2

Cub Challenge: Waste Audit

Black Star
Recycling Badge
Family Helper Badge

B3
A1
#9

Field Activity: Visit a Local Farm

Black Star

B3

Field Activity: Visit a Manufacturing Facility

Recycling Badge
Blue Star

C5
B2

Dirt for Supper

Cub Challenge
Eco-Cubs can really clean up their act using the leave-behind guide. Cubs will complete a waste audit to help his or her family
reduce, reuse, and recycle their way to less waste.

Suggested Field Activities
✱✱ Visit a local farm or manufacturing facility.
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Meetin

g

No.4
Eco-Cubs Meeting Schedule

Earth’s Resources

Time
10 mins

Opening Ceremony
Grand Howl
O Canada
Inspection

10 mins

Where on Earth?
Cubs explore the four corners
of the earth to discover where
many of our everyday items
come from.

15 mins

Dirt for Supper
Cubs learn that supper doesn’t
come from the store; it comes
from the earth’s soil.

15 mins

Swap Meet
Cubs swap toys, games, or books
while saving earth’s natural
resources.

5 mins

Evolution
Cubs play rock-paper-scissors in
this game about the life cycle of
a plastic bottle.

5 mins

Closing Ceremony

Meeting Notes:
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Activity

Date:

Program Details

At the end of the previous meeting,
remind Cubs to bring an item that
they would like to swap. A notice
can be sent home to parents or
guardians.

Leader Responsible

E a r t h ’ s Re s o u r c e s

Game

Where on Earth?

Time

10 minutes

Description
In this running game, Cubs learn that our everyday items come from one of four resource industries.

Materials
✱✱ Farming image (provided)
✱✱ Forestry image (provided)
✱✱ Mining image (provided)
✱✱ Oil and Gas image (provided)
✱✱ 24 everyday item image cards (provided)
✱✱ Pylons or reused pop bottles (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ This running game can be played indoors or outdoors.

Framing
The items we use every day come from the earth’s natural resources. Natural resources are raw materials that occur naturally
within our environment. Natural resources can be either renewable or non-renewable. Renewable resources can be replenished
naturally over time such as water, forests, plants and animals. If we do not properly manage our renewable resources, they
can become non-renewable. Non-renewable resources cannot be regenerated during our life time; they are formed over long
geological periods such as minerals and oil. Once depleted, there is no more available to meet future needs.
Today, we are going to search the four corners of the earth to find out where on earth all these items were made.

C ontinued on bac k
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Game

Where on Earth?

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Mark corners of the playing area with pylons. Place a
natural resource image in each corner of the playing area.

Great job Cubs! Now you know where on earth many of our
items come from. Did you ever think that cotton came from
a plant or glass was made from sand? Well, now every time
you go to buy something new you can try and figure out
where on earth it came from. But don’t forget, we take things
from the earth to make the things that we want and need so
we should only buy what we really need. We can reduce our
impact on the earth by reducing, reusing and recycling.

Step 2
Introduce each of the four corners to the pack: forestry,
mining, farming and oil and gas. Give some examples of
items that come from these resources using the image
cards. There are mini-descriptions on the back of each card.
The images are color-coded to match their corresponding
resource image.
Step 3
One Cub stands in the middle of the playing area. This Cub
will hold the bag of images and count backwards from
ten loudly. While the Cub in the middle is counting, the
remaining Cubs must each choose a corner and run to it.
Step 4
The Cub in the middle pulls out one of the images from the
bag and calls out where on earth that item came from.
For example, if it’s an apple, the player yells out “farming”.
The leader can also help the Cub in the middle determine
where on earth the item comes from. To avoid repetition,
remove each image after it is used.
✱✱ All Cubs in that corner are out of the game and move to
the middle to help with the counting. After each round,
the counting group will get bigger and louder.
✱✱ If the Cub in the middle calls out a corner containing no
players, they should simply pick another item.
Step 5
This continues until there is only one Cub left standing in
one of the corners of the earth. This Cub then becomes the
player in the middle for the next round.
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Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.
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Pencil

Newspaper

Pencils are made from wood that
comes from trees in the forest.
We all use lots of pencils in
school. Use your pencils until they
are too short to use anymore.
You probably can’t recycle your
pencil but some pencils may be
made from recycled materials.
Always try to close the loop by
buying items made from materials
that have been recycled.

Trees are cut down from the
forest to make newspaper.
Newspapers are typically used
once and thrown away. Imagine if
everyone here had a newspaper
every day for the entire year
and we put them all in a pile.
That’s a lot of paper going to the
dump. Some communities have
options for recycling newsprint.
Recycling a three-foot-high stack
of old newspapers will save a
whole tree. Can you think of ways
to reduce or reuse newspapers?

Juice Box

Book

Juice boxes are made from a
cardboard-like substance on the
outside, although they have a
plastic lining. More than four
million juice boxes are used
around the world every year.
Buy juice in bulk and bring it in
a reusable juice container.
Juice boxes can be recycled at a
recycling depot and turned into
something new!

Books are made from paper that
is made from trees in the forest.
Billions of books are printed
every year, but maybe we don’t
need to buy every book brand
new. Do you borrow books from
the library? Well you are already
reusing and saving trees from
being cut down. We don’t want to
cut down too many trees because
they recycle carbon dioxide into
oxygen that all living things need
to breathe.
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Computer

Wooden Chair

Laptops are made from different
metals and minerals. Tiny flecks
of metals are removed from rocks
and melted together to make
different metals like nickel, tin
and aluminum. Repair or upgrade
computers before buying a new
one. Donate an old computer to a
school or group.

Lots of our furniture is made from
wood – chairs, cupboards and
maybe even the bed you sleep in
at night! Sometimes we buy things
we don’t need. Sometimes we just
want a new look. What can you do
if you don’t like the colour of an
old chair or table at your house?
You can paint it your favorite
colour and it will look brand new!
And if some things are starting
to look a little bit worn, they can
be repaired or you can reuse the
wood to make something new.

Glass Bottle

Cell Phone

Glass is actually made from supercompacted and superheated
grains of sand. When you grind
down rocks, you get sand. Buy
large bottles of juice and fill up a
reusable bottle instead of using
individual bottles. You can use a
glass jar to store things such as
beads, nuts and bolts, paper clips
or anything! Glass bottles take
about 1 million years to break
down! We should always recycle
our glass beverage containers to
help reduce garbage.

Cell phones are made mostly
from metals and minerals. If
you take care of your cell phone,
you’ll be able keep it for a long
time. We don’t need to get a
brand new cell phone every
year. Donate your phone to an
organization that might need one,
or give your old phone to a friend
or family member. If your phone
is broken, it can still be recycled!
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Car

Aluminum Can

Cars are made of a mixture of
metals called alloy. Usually this is
steel, but there are other metals
as well. A scrap metal business
can recycle about 75% of the
metal from old cars to make new
metal products. A steel mill that
uses recycled scrap metal from
cars will reduce water pollution,
air pollution and mining wastes
by 70%.

Aluminum is mined from the
earth and melted into large
sheets that are cut and shaped
into aluminum cans. Aluminum
cans take over 200 years to break
down in the dump, but lucky
for us they are one of the most
widely recycled materials.
We should recycle aluminum
cans so they can be turned into
new cans. This saves energy.
In fact, recycling just one
aluminum can saves enough
energy to power a TV for 3 hours.

T-shirt

Apple

Many t-shirts are made out of
cotton. Cotton is a plant that
is grown on a farm, usually in
warm tropical rainforests, and
sprayed with pesticides. Did we
need a new shirt? Buy a shirt at
a thrift-store, give an old shirt to
a younger sibling or cousin, or
donate it to charity.

Apples come from apple trees
that grow in large orchards.
Did you know that we each
throw away 2kg of garbage every
day? By composting fruit and
vegetable scraps we can help
reduce our garbage. We can
compost all kinds of things that
come from farms: apple cores,
carrot and potato peels and
egg shells.
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Mac & Cheese

Milk

Mac and Cheese is made of
cheese, milk and macaroni
noodles. Cheese and milk come
from a dairy farm. Macaroni is
made from wheat, a plant that
is grown in a farmer’s field.
We throw away up to 30% of all
the food that we buy – sometimes
it spoils before we can eat it.
If we only buy and cook what we
need, we’ll help to reduce the
amount of food that we waste.
If you make too much, pack your
leftovers for lunch the next day!

Milk comes from cows that live on
dairy farms. Only pour as much
as you need, and drink all your
milk – it’s good for you! Recycle
the carton where programs exist
or use the milk carton to plant
seeds or make a craft such as a
bird feeder.

Plastic water bottle

Pizza

All plastic is made from oil.
Plastic water bottles take over
500 years to decompose in
landfills, but most times, we
can avoid plastic water bottles.
In many areas, tap water is very
healthy and tastes great! If we
do need to use a plastic bottle,
recycling is the best option!
But it is even better to use a
reusable water bottle that can
be refilled every day. Reuse
comes before recycle in the 3Rs!

The crust is made from bread that
is made from wheat that grows
on a farm. The sauce is made of
tomatoes, and where do tomatoes
grow? From plants in the ground!
What about green peppers,
mushrooms or cheese? All from
farms! Even the pepperoni comes
from a farm! If we only buy and
cook what we need, we’ll reduce
the amount of food that we waste.
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Plastic toy

Gas

All plastic is made from oil.
Many toys are made from plastics
such as dolls, building blocks or
toy trucks. If you have out-grown
some toys, you can donate them
to a charity or give them to a
younger sibling or friend. You can
use your old sand bucket to water
plants or use it to grow a plant!

The gas that runs our metal cars
comes from oil and gas. The less
gas we use, the better for the
environment. Oil and gas are
hazardous waste and must be
disposed of properly and safely.
We can reduce gas by choosing
to walk or ride a bike instead of
getting a drive.

Styrofoam Container

Chip Bag

Styrofoam is a type of plastic,
and all plastic is made from oil.
Styrofoam is not good for the
environment and it takes over
a million years to break down.
Sometimes animals mistake
Styrofoam for food and can get
sick if they eat it. You should
try not to use Styrofoam at all.
If you have to use something
disposable, paper is a better
option. But a reusable container
is the best way to go!

This one is tricky! It’s also made
of plastic! Buy in bulk and then
bring your chips in a reusable
container.
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Carrot

Wooden House

Carrots grow in the soil on a farm.
When you eat carrots they give
your body nutrients but what
about the leftover carrot peels?
These scraps can be composted,
returning nutrients back to the
soil so new carrots can grow.
30% of our garbage is organic
waste that could be composted.
By composting our vegetable
scraps we can reduce the amount
of garbage we create.

The forest provides us with all
the materials we need to build
a house. The walls, floors, and
ceilings are made from lumber
that we can buy at a hardware
store. So, the forest provides us
with shelter from the wind, rain,
snow and sun – just like it does
for the animals in the woods.
We’d better take good care of
our homes!

Diamond Ring
Diamonds and other gemstones
and precious metals such as gold
and silver are mined from the earth.
They are just really beautiful “rocks”
that sell for thousands of dollars.
A lot of land must be cleared for the
mines and it takes a lot of energy to
mine for gemstones. Big machines
and equipment are required to run
for many hours each day to mine
diamonds. Purchase wisely and buy
things that will last and be in style
for years to come. If you don’t like a
certain piece of jewelry, try making
it into something new.

Plastic Zipper
All plastic is made from oil.
That tiny plastic zipper is one of
them. This zipper allows us to zip
up our jackets, close a handbag
or even close up a tent. If a zipper
breaks, they can often be repaired
or simply replaced with a new
zipper; you don’t need to buy a
whole new jacket!
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Activity

Dirt for Supper

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs will learn that all of our food comes from the soil by drawing food chains based on what they had for supper.

Materials
✱✱ One-side-still-blank paper
✱✱ Crayons
✱✱ Glass of dirt

Management Skills
✱✱ Prepare a sample food chain in advance showing what you had for lunch.

Framing
All of our food was once a living plant or animal. Even though it is sometimes not easy to tell, all our food originates from the soil.
Healthy food comes from healthy soil. All the nutrients that help plants grow are found in the soil. Once we eat plants, we absorb
those nutrients into our own bodies to grow.
See this glass of dirt? Would you drink it? Probably not, right? Well, I bet you ALL had dirt for supper. Have any of you ever
visited a farm and seen the animals in the fields or vegetables growing in a garden? Fruits and vegetables grow in a garden full
of dirt. Animals on a farm eat grass that grows in dirt. So this means that you eat dirt too.
Today you are going to draw your own food chain to find out how your supper came from dirt!

C ontinued on bac k
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Activity

Dirt for Supper

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Cubs sit around tables. Place paper and crayons at each table.
Step 2
Provide examples of a few foods and how they come from dirt.
Example 1:
Sometimes it’s easy to tell that our food comes from plants
that grow in the ground:
✱✱ If you ate carrot sticks for supper, the carrot sticks come
from carrots that grow in the dirt. So when you eat
carrot sticks, you’re eating dirt!
✱✱ If you ate an apple for supper, your apple came from a
tree that grows in the dirt. So when you eat an apple,
you’re eating dirt!
✱✱ If you ate oatmeal for supper, the oatmeal comes from
oats, a type of grain that grows in dirt. So when you eat
oatmeal, you’re eating dirt!
Example 2:
Some of our food comes from animals, such as chickens or
cows. Animals eat grasses or grains that grow in dirt.
✱✱ If you drank a glass of milk for supper, the milk comes
from a cow, the cow eats grass and the grass grows in
dirt. So when you drink a glass of milk, you’re drinking
dirt!
✱✱ If you ate scrambled eggs, the egg came from a chicken,
the chickens eat grains and grains grow in dirt.
So when you eat an egg, you’re eating dirt!
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Step 3
A leader should demonstrate by drawing the first food
chain based on what they had for supper. If they had milk,
a ham sandwich and an apple, they will need to trace each
ingredient back to the soil. Show Cubs how to draw a food
chain for each item in the list.
✱✱ I had milk for lunch, so first I’ll draw a picture of me.
Next I’ll draw a picture of my glass of milk. My milk
came from a cow, so now I’ll draw a cow. The cow ate
grass so it could make my milk, so now I’ll draw some
grass. Grass grows from a seed, so now I’ll draw a seed.
Seeds grow in the soil so the last thing I will draw is
the soil.
Step 4
Cubs draw a food chain based on what they ate for supper.

Debriefing
Look at all those food chains. You all eat some really healthy
food. That’s great! The soil provides us with many essential
nutrients that we need to grow healthy and strong. Farming
provides us with all the food we need. Maybe you could try
to grow some food in your own backyard?
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Spiritual Fellowship

Swap Meet

Time

15 minutes

Description
Cubs learn to reuse by swapping unwanted toys, books or movies with fellow Cubs.

Materials
✱✱ Unwanted items from home.

Management Skills
✱✱ You may decide to limit the swap meet to a book swap or only trade items for a set amount of time.
✱✱ Remind Cubs at the previous week’s meeting to bring a few items from home that they would like to share or swap.
✱✱ Send an email or memo to parents or guardians one week prior to explain the activity.
✱✱ Bring along some extra items in case some Cubs forget to bring their items.

Framing
We don’t always need to buy new items at the store. Sharing things with our family and friends or trading things for a short
period of time is a great idea.
At today’s meeting, everyone has brought some items from home that can be swapped with your fellow Cubs. This is a great idea,
Cubs! By having this swap you are not going out to buy new things from the store, so you are creating less waste and saving our
earth’s natural resources – AND it’s FREE!

C ontinued on bac k
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Spiritual Fellowship

Swap Meet

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Set up a table. Leaders can display items that Cubs have
brought for the swap meet.

Look at all the interesting things that everyone brought
from home. Sharing is a great way to reduce waste and to
save energy and protect our natural resources. Reducing
waste is an important thing we can all do to protect the
earth. We don’t always need to buy new things, we can
reuse by trading items with friends, visiting a library, or
renting a movie online. Cubs, I hope you are all happy with
your swap choice.

Step 2
Each Cub should have a turn to choose an individual item
from the display table. You can allow one group of six to go
at a time to the table to choose an item.
Leaders can use a creative idea for choosing which six
goes first or assign each group of six a number and
choose randomly.
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Game/Play-acting

Evolution

Time

5 minutes

Description
Cubs learn how oil becomes plastic and how plastic can be recycled into fleece using this exciting twist on the game of rockpaper-scissors.

Materials
✱✱ No materials required

Management Skills
✱✱ The actions are meant to have a humorous component, so when demonstrating them, try to be a bit silly.
✱✱ Cubs will need to understand how to play Rock- Paper-Scissors to play this game.

Framing
Plastic is made from a natural resource – oil. Oil is a non-renewable resource. Once non-renewable resources are used, they
cannot be replaced. It’s important to recycle plastic to protect our natural resources. Plastic can be recycled into hard plastic
things like a new plastic bottle or into plastic fibre that’s used to make things like fleece clothing.
Imagine! Oozing oil makes the plastic bottles that our drinks come in or the synthetic fibres in the clothes that we wear. Today,
you are going to pretend to be oil oozing your way into a plastic bottle. You are then going to be recycled. Recycling helps save our
natural resources. You want to make your way to the recycling center so you can evolve into a new plastic product such as fleece!

C ontinued on bac k
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Game/Play-acting

Evolution

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Teach Cubs the actions for plastic evolution:
OIL – arms down by your side;
wiggle your arms and body like a liquid
PLASTIC BOTTLE – arms above head in a point;
waddle like a penguin
RECYCLING PLANT – roll arms around each other
(imitating the gears of a machine); do a little dance
RECYCLED FLEECE SWEATER – arms stuck straight out to
the sides

Wow, a lot of oil and energy is needed to make plastic.
Look at how much of our natural resources we can save
by recycling plastic bottles to make fleece. What else do
you think we could make from recycled plastic bottles?
When we recycle, we don’t need to take as many resources
from the earth. This saves energy and resources!

Step 2
All Cubs start out as oil. They will all walk around the room
while doing the oil action.
Step 3
When two oil Cubs meet, they stop their action to do rockpaper-scissors.
✱✱ The Cub who wins evolves into a plastic bottle and
walks around doing the plastic bottle action and begins
looking for another plastic bottle to challenge to a
game of rock-paper-scissors.
✱✱ The other Cub must remain as oil and look for another
oil Cub to challenge to a game of rock-paper-scissors.
Step 4
Cubs continue in this way moving up the evolutionary
chain – from oil, to plastic bottle, to recycling plant, to
fleece! The first Cub to become a fleece sweater is the
winner, or you may keep playing until several Cubs become
fleece sweaters.
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Cub Challenge

Waste Audit

Description
Cubs take a closer look at the waste they make at home and help their families find ways to keep waste out of landfills.

Materials
✱✱ Pair of gloves
✱✱ Extra bags or bins (for sorting material)
✱✱ A scale (for weighing material)
✱✱ Scrap paper and pencils
✱✱ Waste audit worksheet (provided)

Management Skills
✱✱ This activity can be completed at home.

Framing
We can all take action and become environmental leaders in our homes and community. By practicing the 3Rs and composting,
we can help protect the environment and make a real reduction in the amount of garbage we produce.
A waste audit will help you determine the types of waste you generate and throw away. It’s a great tool to use before and after
starting a new waste reduction program. A waste audit can also give ideas on where to start reducing waste in your home.

C ontinued on bac k
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Cub Challenge

Waste Audit

C ontinued

Steps
Step 1
Using the sample table provided, Cubs monitor the amount
of garbage that is produced in their household for 7 days.
Because compost and recycling bins are not emptied on a
daily basis, ensure that these bins are empty on day 1 of the
waste audit and only weigh them before they are ready to
be emptied again. It is not necessary to count and sort the
materials in the compost and recycle bins; however, you
should make note of any material found that doesn’t belong
in those bins.
Step 2
Cubs weigh and tally the types of items that are thrown
away each day. Remove the contents and weigh the empty
bins. Put the contents back into the bin and weigh it again.
Subtract the empty bin weight from the full bin weight to
find the weight of the material inside. Do this for each bin of
the same waste type and add up the total.
Step 3
At the end of the first week, Cubs can make
recommendations on ways to reduce waste in their
household.

Discussion Questions Week 1:
1 Which material created the most waste and which
material the least waste by weight over the week?
2 Which of the materials could be recycled or reused
rather than thrown away?
3 If these materials are reused or recycled, by how much
could your household waste be reduced?
4 Based on your calculations, make waste reduction
recommendations for your household. Take action and
challenge the entire family to make small changes for
one week. Monitor the waste for the second week.
Discussion Questions Week 2:
1 Which material created the most waste and which
material the least waste by weight over the second week?
2 Which of the materials could be recycled or reused
rather than thrown away?
3 Calculate percentage change.
4 Present results to your fellow Cubs.
5 Calculate the pack average of waste before and after
waste reduction recommendations.
6 How much waste was reduced in total?

Step 4
During the second week, Cubs continue to monitor their
household garbage and make note of any reduction changes
that their family was able to achieve.

Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.
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Table 1:
Begin by weighing the amount of material thrown away throughout the week. Complete the
table and work out the total amount of garbage created in one week.

T h e N a t u r a l Wo r l d

weeke

nd

ca m p
day

Eco-Cubs

The Natural World

Date:

Objective
To learn how everything in the natural world is connected. By practicing the 3Rs every day, we are helping to protect the world
around us.

Overview
The natural world brings together all aspects of the weekly Eco-Cubs meetings. Cubs will be able to reflect back on past activities
and incorporate them into their discoveries of their natural surroundings. Cubs will have a fun-filled camp day full of games and
hikes and then share in fellowship with the pack as they go on imaginary and real journeys into the forest. Cubs will end the day
by making a promise to the earth.

Linked Activity Area Work
Theme Activity

Badge, Star, Award

Requirement

A Walk in the Woods

Black Star

A5

Meet a Tree

Observer Badge
Black Star

6
B1

Follow the Rainbow

Black Star

A2

Super UN-Natural Hike

Black Star
Green Star
Hiking Badge

A6
10
5

Moose on the Loose

World Conservation Badge

2

Web of Life

Black Star

B1

My Earth Promise

Family Helper Badge

3, 8
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T h e N a t u r a l Wo r l d

weeke

nd

ca m p
day

Eco-Cubs Camp Schedule

The Natural World

Time
10 mins

A Walk in the Woods
Cubs take an imaginary walk
through the woods to connect
with nature.

15 mins

Meet a Tree
Cubs become one with the trees
and rediscover their nature senses.

20 mins

Follow the Rainbow
Cubs try to find the colours of the
rainbow in the forest around them.

20 mins

Super UN-Natural Hike
Cubs explore the super UN-natural
on this hike, discovering many
unusual things that don’t belong
in nature.

20 mins

Moose on the Loose
Cubs become moose and find
out how hard it is to compete for
resources in nature.

20 mins

Web of Life
Cubs get tangled in life’s web as
they link all aspects of nature and
the earth together as one.

20 mins

My Earth Promise
Cubs promise to do good deeds that
are good for the earth.

Meeting Notes:
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Activity

Date:

Program Details Leader Responsible

T h e N a t u r a l Wo r l d

Storytelling

A Walk in the Woods

Time

10 minutes

Description
Cubs are guided on an imaginary walk through the woods.

Materials
✱✱ Script (provided)

Management Skills
✱✱ Be creative and enthusiastic when reading the script through with the Cubs.

Framing
The earth gives us everything we need. We can take a walk in the woods anytime just by closing our eyes and imagining we are there.
Today, you are going to take a walk through the woods to see how the earth gives you everything you need and how the earth
recycles everything. BUT, you aren’t going to move; you are going to walk in the woods using your imagination!

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Cubs lay down on the floor or in the field with their eyes
closed. Tell Cubs to relax, and try to imagine what they hear.

What a beautiful walk in the woods. Did you all get to see
the berries falling from the trees? That was a big squirrel
climbing the tree. Wow, the earth provides us with so many
things and for many other plants and animals too. You can
close your eyes at any time and let your mind take you back
to the forest.

Step 2
Read the script on the following page with lots of changes
in intonation and vocal interest.
Step 3
Ask Cubs if they could SEE the forest in their minds. How did
it make them feel? Ask Cubs if they have a favourite place in
nature they really like to visit and share your favourite place
with them.
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T h e N a t u r a l Wo r l d

Storytelling

A Walk in the Woods Script

“It’s a crisp fall day and you are walking through the woods. You CRUNCH
your way through the dead leaves. The air makes you shiver (BRRR) but
the sun is bright. You tip your head up towards the blue sky and feel the
sun warm your face (AHHH). You breathe in (TAKE A BREATH) and fill your
lungs with fresh air. You reach your arms out, wrap them around the tree,
and give it a BIG HUG to say thank you for making the air we breathe.
You look to your right. A little red squirrel is scurrying up a tree. He’s taking
nuts out of his cheeks, and tucking them into a hole in the tree. You PUFF
out your cheeks to look like a squirrel. Look to your left. Dried leaves and
bright orange berries are falling to the ground. You reach out, touch the
ground, and SQUISH the forest soil in your hands. You look at the insects
and worms crawling and WIGGLING their way through the forest floor.
OH WOW! You look at the ground… something amazing is happening!
You watch as a tiny tree seedling pushes its way up through the ground and
stretches its little green stem towards the sun. The earth is hard at work.
All around you nature is growing, dying and growing up again in a cycle
that goes on and on, and gives us everything we need.”
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Spiritual Fellowship

Meet a Tree

Time

15 minutes

Description
Using all their senses, Cubs must “get to know” a tree and later find “their” tree while blindfolded. Cubs will think about life from
the point of view of the tree.

Materials
✱✱ One blindfold for every two Cubs
✱✱ Tree identification book

Management Skills
✱✱ An ideal location would have a few different trees, moderately spaced out but not densely populated.
✱✱ If a Cub is not comfortable wearing a blindfold, they can still participate by guiding their partner to their tree.
✱✱ Cubs may form a connection with “their tree.” Some may want to visit their tree throughout the camp.

Framing
The world around us is an amazing place. When you look more closely at nature, you can see things you didn’t realize were
around you. What if you can’t see what is around you? You can use your other sense of taste, touch, smell and hearing to take in
information about the world around you.
The more we appreciate and understand something, the less likely we are to harm it. Today you are going to meet a tree.
Trees are a very important resource. They give us many things that we use every day. Our homes are built from trees, the paper
we write on comes from trees and most importantly, trees give us air to breathe. As you walk through the woods you are going
to become one with the trees and discover how good your senses really are without being able to see what is around you.
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Spiritual Fellowship

Meet a Tree

C ontinued

Steps

Part One
Step 1
The pack encircles a tree. The leader says a few words
about the tree and then asks each Cub to speak about the
tree for 15 seconds. The comments can be descriptive or
imaginative.
One might talk about the tree’s height, age, coloring, special
markings, leaf or needle structure, root systems, branch
formation, relationships with birds and animals, what it
has “seen” in its lifetime, how it “feels” about losing its
leaves, how it likes its location or how it gets along with its
neighbours. What other living things are dependent on the
tree? What is the tree dependent on?
Step 2
After each Cub has had an opportunity to speak, the leader
can ask the Cubs if they would like to cut down the tree.
Cubs are often not willing to cut the tree down since the
more we appreciate and understand something, the less
likely we are to harm it. This can lead to a good discussion
of appreciation of the natural world.

Part Two
Step 1
Each Cub will need a partner. One Cub is blindfolded while
the other Cub links arms with his/her partner and leads
them to a nearby tree.
Step 2
At the tree, the blindfolded Cub must use their senses (other
than sight) to get to know the tree. Give each pair a few
minutes to get to know their tree. The blindfolded Cub can
listen to, touch and smell the tree and area around the tree
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to learn as much as possible about their tree so they will be
able to find it after they leave and remove their blindfold.
Step 3
Call the Cubs back to the original meeting place. The Cub
that is not blindfolded will lead their partner back to group.
Step 4
Cubs remove their blindfolds and see if they can find their
tree. Their partner can verify whether or not they found the
right one. If a Cub has difficulty finding the tree, his partner
can use “hot and cold” to help him find his tree.
Step 5
Cubs switch roles so each Cub has a turn to “meet a tree.” Each
pair should select a different tree the second time around.
Step 6
Using a tree identification book, have each Cub determine the
type of tree they met. Can Cubs find 6 different types of trees?

Debriefing
How well did your senses work for you? Could you smell the
different trees that surrounded you? Trees are so distinct
and unique that you don’t need to look at them. Nature
has a magical way of communicating with your senses.
This uniqueness is why it is important to save and protect
resources such as trees. Trees give us many things: paper,
furniture, lumber and most importantly – OXYGEN!
All living things need trees in order to survive.

T h e N a t u r a l Wo r l d

Outdoor Activity

Follow the Rainbow

Time

20 minutes

Description
Cubs put their observation skills to the test by trying to find the colours of the rainbow in the natural environment.

Materials
✱✱ A variety of coloured marbles (one for each Cub)
✱✱ A white pillow case

Management Skills
✱✱ Leaders will need to set a boundary area so Cubs don’t wander too far.

Framing
The world around us is a really amazing place. When you look more closely at nature you can see things you didn’t realize were
around you. What colour do you think of when you look around at the forest? (Cubs will likely respond “green.”) In the forest
there are many hidden colours; if you look closely, you can find many different colours.
Has anyone seen a rainbow? Have you ever been at the end of the rainbow? Well, when the rainbow touches the ground, it
shatters into a million pieces and the colours spread all over the earth.
Today you are all going to try and find the colours of the rainbow in the forest.
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Outdoor Activity

Follow the Rainbow

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Give each Cub a coloured marble. Tell them they have to
find as many things in the forest that match the colour of
their marble as possible.
✱✱ If Cubs find a living thing, they must not pick it up; they
can call out to the group (or the leader) to show them
what was found.
✱✱ If they find dead things like fallen leaves, twigs and
stones, they can pick them up and save them for the
end of the hike.

Look at all the colours of the rainbow that were found in
the forest! Who knew that a rainbow would spread so many
colours into the forest? All the leaves, twigs, flowers and
berries that you found matched the colours of the rainbow
so well. Your sense of sight is really good, you all found
some wonderful things, even living things.

Step 2
At the end of the trail, lay out the white fabric and have all
Cubs gather around.
Step 3
Each Cub lays their marble and coloured treasures on the
white cloth. Allow Cubs to talk about the colourful items they
found but could not pick up such as a butterfly or lady bug.
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Outdoors

Super UN-Natural Hike

Time

20 minutes

Description
Cubs take a silent hike along a trail while looking for items that don’t belong in nature.

Materials
✱✱ 10 items that are not found in nature (E.g. a hat, pencil, chip bag and a shirt)

Management Skills
✱✱ Leaders will need to arrange items along the trail prior to starting the hike.

Framing
You should always try and get out and enjoy nature but it is really important to leave it the way you found it. No one should litter –
garbage doesn’t belong in nature. Nature is a special place and you should protect it by putting your garbage in the right place.
Although everything comes from the earth, man-made objects are not natural and don’t belong in nature. Today Cubs, you are
going to take a hike like no other, a super UN-natural hike. Instead of looking for natural items, you will be looking for things that
do not belong in the forest.
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Outdoors

Super UN-Natural Hike

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Hide 10 man-made objects along the trail where they will
be visible to Cubs (i.e. put a chip bag slightly under a rock,
put a pencil in a tree, etc.).

Great job! All the un-natural items were found and
collected. All that litter can now go where it belongs,
because it doesn’t belong in nature. Remember to practice
the 3Rs – reduce, reuse and recycle – before throwing
something away! When we make less waste there is less
litter. The forest is not a place to litter. When we are in
nature, we should pack out anything that we pack in. If we
take a snack with us, we should put any leftover garbage
or recyclables back in our packs to take home to put in the
right place. We should always leave no trace when hiking or
camping in the forest.

Step 2
As Cubs walk along the trail, they will look for items that
“do not belong” in the forest.
Rules
1 No talking or shouting.
2 No pointing at items.
Leaders may not want to have a silent walk if Cubs find it
difficult to contain the excitement of finding an item. Let
Cubs point out and collect un-natural items along the way.
Step 3
After walking the trail, sit in a circle and ask who saw things
that didn’t belong. Did anyone find all 10 objects?
Step 4
Re-walk the trail with Cubs, pointing out and collecting each
object. Remind Cubs that the next time they see litter in
nature they should pick it up and put it where it belongs.
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Game

Moose on the Loose

Time

20 minutes

Description
Cubs learn about the things animals need to survive by pretending they are moose searching for food, water and shelter.

Materials
✱✱ Pylons or reused pop bottles (x 4)

Management Skills
✱✱ Leaders may have to demonstrate how the game works.
✱✱ This running game can be played indoors or outdoors.

Framing
All living creatures need resources such as food, water and shelter to survive. If there are a lot of resources, the moose will thrive
and their population will increase. If there are too many moose, there will not be enough resources. If resources are scarce, the
moose population will likely decline. If there are fewer moose, the resources will come back.

Steps
Step 1
Mark the play area with the 4 pylons.
Step 2
Dvide the pack in half and have each group go to opposite ends of the field and stand in a straight line facing each other. One half
of the pack will be moose and the other half resources (food, water and shelter).
Step 3
Explain the actions for each of the resources:
1 Hands over mouth for water.
2 Hands on belly for food.
3 Hands touching overhead for shelter.
C ontinued on bac k
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Game

Moose on the Loose

Step 4
Get both lines of Cubs to turn around so they have their
backs to each other. The moose must make the symbol for
the resource they need; the resources will make the symbol
for food, shelter or water.
Step 5
Count to three and have all the participants turn around to
face each other. The moose have to look for the resource
that they need. For example, moose with hands on belly
(food) is looking for resource with hands on belly (food).
The resources stay where they are and the moose must run
to the resource.
✱✱ If the moose finds the resource they needed, the moose
was able to reproduce and the population thrives; they
are now both moose for the next round and return to
the moose side.
✱✱ If a moose doesn’t find what resource they need, they
die and return to the earth to become a resource for
another moose and move to the resource side.
Step 6
On the last round, whisper to all the resources to be shelter.
Play the round. Many moose will not be able to find what
they need to survive. Explain to Cubs that someone tossed
garbage in the forest and lake and there was no water or
food for the moose. Talk about what happens when our land
becomes polluted.
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Debriefing
Like all living things – including you and me – moose
need food, water and shelter from the earth to survive.
When the moose have everything they need, they thrive.
There are many things in nature that depend on these
resources to survive. It is important to only use the
resources that we absolutely need so there are enough to
go around for all! When we conserve resources, we are only
using what we really need. By doing this we create less
waste, and that helps all living things.
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Game

Web of Life

Time

20 minutes

Description
Cubs learn how living and non-living things are connected to one another in a forest ecosystem.

Materials
✱✱ A ball of sturdy yarn
✱✱ Tape or safety pins
✱✱ 24 images of living and non-living things found in nature (provided):

Sun
Pond
Trout
Person
River
Wind

Flower
Chickadee
Ant
Blueberry
Rain
Bush

Frog
Worm
Snowshoe Hare
Log
Tree
Mosquito

Moose
Grass
Rocks
Beaver
Bumble bee
Soil

Management Skills
✱✱ The pack may need a little help to find the connections. Use probing questions such as “What do you need to live?” or

“Is there anything that depends on this to live?” if necessary.

Framing
Everything in nature is connected including people! When something is damaged or disappears in the ecosystem it can affect
many living things. All things in nature are interconnected.
Your home is just like the forest ecosystem. In your home you have everything you need. The forest is home to many living and
non-living things. You store things in your basement. The forest stores nutrients in the soil. You live mostly on the main floor
where you can find food and water just like in the forest. Some things live on the main floor, some in basement apartments
(in the ground), and some in apartment buildings (up in the trees). The roof on your house provides shelter from rain and sun
just like the forest canopy. You need the same things to live as all the living things in the forest: food, shelter, water and air.
In today’s activity you are all going to spin a web of life. Are you ready to start spinning?
C ontinued on bac k
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Game

Web of Life

C ontinued

Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Cubs stand in a circle with the leader standing in the center
with a ball of yarn.

Look how big the web of life grew. It really shows how all
things in nature are interconnected. There are many other
parts of nature that could be added to this web, can you
think of anything else?

Step 2
Give each Cub a picture of a different part of an ecosystem
including the necessities of life (water, food, sun, air and
shelter) to put on their shirt.
Step 3
Give the end of the yarn to the first Cub who shares what
part of nature they are. Ask the Cub to find something they
are connected to. Toss the ball of yarn to the person with
that item.
Step 4
Continue building connections by tossing the yarn from one
Cub to another. Many things will be connected many times.
For example, if one Cub is the sun, they will be connected
to everything. Keep the discussion, and the web, going at a
quick pace.
Step 5
Ask if it really matters if we removed one item from the web.
For instance, is a river really that important? Ask the Cub who
is the river to slightly pull the yarn towards them. Did anyone
feel it? Did a beaver or trout feel it? Try chopping down a
tree – what happens? What if there is a drought and the river
dries up? Have the tree or river drop their string so the Cub
can see how the web of life begins to fall apart.
Step 6
End by asking Cubs if they feel they are a part of nature.
Did the Cub who had an image of a person feel the tug from
the river during the drought or from the tree when it was
chopped down?
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Resources for this
activity are on the
following pages.
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sun

wind

rain

log
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rocks

soil

pond

flower
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bush

tree

beaver

moose
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trout
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frog

mosquito
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bumblebee

worm

ant

person
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river

blueberry
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Spiritual Fellowship/Craft

My Earth Promise

Time

20 minutes

Description
This craft and activity empowers Cubs to become environmental stewards by encouraging them to make a pledge to do
something good for the earth.

Materials
✱✱ Small twigs
✱✱ Leaves
✱✱ Pine needles
✱✱ Flower petals
✱✱ Pebbles, sand or dirt
✱✱ White glue
✱✱ Scissors
✱✱ Cardboard or paper (recycled or reused)
✱✱ Markers or paint

Management Skills
✱✱ Cubs will need an opportunity to collect some items from nature to decorate their pledges.
✱✱ Remind Cubs to only collect items that have fallen to the ground such as twigs, fallen leaves, sand, needles, etc.
✱✱ Provide sample pledges on a poster or whiteboard so Cubs will know how to spell all the words that they could use in their

pledge. As an alternative, Cubs can draw a picture of their environmental pledge.

Framing
An environmental pledge is a promise to ourselves and to the earth that we will do our part to make a difference. You can do
simple actions every day that can really help our environment. You may decide to use less water, hang clothes to dry or watch
less TV. Why not start recycling or help pick up litter? It’s really that simple.
Today, you are going to take a few moments to reflect on all the things that you have learned as Eco-Cubs and make your own
promise to the earth.
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Spiritual Fellowship/Craft

My Earth Promise
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Steps

Debriefing

Step 1
Cubs sit in circle. Start by explaining what a promise to the
earth might look like and give some examples.

Congratulations Cubs! What a way to end the camp
by making a pledge to the earth. You have all become
environmental stewards by pledging to do something good
for the earth. I bet that all the promises made today will
make a big difference in reducing, reusing and recycling
our waste. Always remember that if you take the time to do
one more thing each day, you can make a big difference and
help protect the earth.

Pledge examples:
✱✱ I will reduce the amount of garbage I make.
✱✱ I will pick up litter.
✱✱ I will recycle every day.
✱✱ I promise to teach others to protect the earth.
✱✱ I will bring a waste-free lunch to school every day.
✱✱ I will compost my food scraps.
✱✱ I will respect the earth.
Step 2
Cubs go and sit in the forest and think about all the things
that the earth gives each of them. Make sure they can still
see the camp from their thinking spot.
Step 3
Call the Cubs back with a grand howl. When the Cubs return,
give each Cub a piece of paper or cardboard. Instruct the Cubs
to write or draw a picture of their environmental pledge.
Try to use recycled paper or reuse an old cardboard box.
Step 4
Give Cubs time to collect items in nature. Cubs will decorate
their pledges with the items they collect, for example,
leaves, twigs or flowers. Remind Cubs to only use dead
items from the forest floor.
Step 5
Cubs sit in a circle to share their Earth Promise with the rest
of the pack. If you have a campfire planned, have Cubs share
their earth promises as part of your campfire program.
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